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Abstract 

Finite element modelling and simulation of the powder pressing process can be used 
in the rational development of powder metallurgy (PM) components. Many of the 
nonlinear finite element (FE) codes available today can be used for powder pressing 
simulations. The critical features of such simulations include many aspects of 
nonlinear FE analysis. This may be material behaviour, large deformation and 
contact boundary conditions, as well as the temperature and density dependence of 
the process. It is thus important to use appropriate models which capture the event 
of pressing and make the analysis worthwhile. The objective of the research 
presented in the present thesis has been to tighten the connection between models 
of powder pressing and pressing reality. There are mainly two reasons for this 
action: to increase the predictive capability of the pressing simulations and to reach 
further understanding of the PM forming process. The sliding friction contact 
between the powder and the tool is known to prevent homogeneous densification in 
the die pressing of metal powders. It is also known that the coefficient of friction in 
the contact varies considerably during pressing. A friction model with a non-
constant friction coefficient has been developed in this research. The model has 
been fitted to data from friction experiments. The final density distribution and 
press forces have been shown to be dependent on the choice of friction model. The 
influence of a continuously varying initial density distribution on the numerical 
simulations has also been investigated. The final density distribution shows a 
significant dependence on the starting conditions. A modification has been made to 
the DiMaggio-Sandler cap model which takes into account density dependence in 
describing the cohesive strength of powder materials. As friction models have been 
included in the analyses, it has also been of interest to effectively calibrate the 
models. Here, the friction coefficient has been estimated by combining an 
experiment with modelling of the experiment. Two methods for assessment of 
friction are presented, an optimization approach and an analytical approach. The 
experimental data have been taken from the single-action cold pressing of a 
cylinder-shaped component. A procedure to estimate friction also in the low density 
regime is presented. In modelling the hot isostatic pressing (HIP) of powder 
materials, different deformation mechanisms are active during the consohdation 
process. The early stage of consolidation is dominated by granular behaviour. In 
order to account for these early granular deformation mechanisms in the numerical 
analyses, a combined elasto-plastic and elasto-viscoplastic material model has been 
developed and tested. Analysis with the combined material model shows improved 
characterization of the initial deformations compared with results from using the 
elasto-viscoplastic model only. 
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Thesis 

This thesis concerns the finite element modelhng and simulation of powder 
pressing, with additional consideration of friction in the sliding contact between the 
powder and the tool. It contains an introduction and the following five appended 
papers: 

I Bengt Wikman, Hans-Åke Häggblad and Mats Oldenburg, "Modelling of 
powder-wall friction for simulation of iron powder pressing", in Proceedings 
of the International Workshop on Modelling of Metal Powder Forming, 
Grenoble, France, pp 149-157, 1997. 

I I B. Wikman, M . Oldenburg and H.-Å. Häggblad, "Modelling methods in 
pressing simulations of metal powder components", in Proceedings of 
NUMIFORM '98: 'Simulation of Materials Processing: Theory, Methods 
and Applications', Enschede, The Netherlands, pp 379-402, 1998. 

I I I Hans-Åke Häggblad, Bengt Wikman and Mats Oldenburg, "Study of metal 
powder component pressing with use of numerical simulations", in 
Proceedings of the 1998 Powder Metallurgy World Congress; PM98, 
Granada, Spain, pp 51-56, 1998. 

IV B. Wikman, N . Solimannezhad, R. Larsson, M. Oldenburg and H.-Å. 
Häggblad, "Wall friction coefficient estimation by modelling of a powder die 
pressing experiment", Accepted for publication in: Powder Metallurgy. 

V B. Wikman, A. Svoboda and H.-Å. Häggblad, "A combined material model 
for numerical simulation of hot isostatic pressing", Accepted for publication 
in: Computer methods in applied mechanics and engineering. 
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Division of work between the authors 

Al l the appended papers were prepared in collaboration with co-authors. The work 
performed in each paper has been jointly planned by the authors. Furthermore, the 
author of this thesis has participated in the work according to the following. 

Paper I 

Paper I I 

Paper I I I 

Paper IV 

The present author developed the friction model, carried out the finite 
element analyses and wrote the paper. 

The present author participated in the implementation of the variable 
initial density model and carried out the finite element analyses. The 
paper was written by all the authors. 

The present author participated in the implementation of the variable 
cohesion model, carried out parts of the finite element analyses and had 
a minor part in writing the paper. 

The present author carried out the numerical and analytical work and 
wrote the major part of the paper. 

Paper V 
The present author programmed the granular model, took part in the 
implementation of the granular model in the finite element program 
and performed parts of the finite element analyses. He also wrote the 
major part of the paper. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 General background 

The main characteristics which control the powder metallurgy (PM) manufacturing 
procedure can be summarised by three essential factors: powder, pressure and heat. 
Powder is the initial shape of the material in the process and may today provide a 
variety of properties. The forming of components takes place by consolidation of 
the powder into the desired shape and to the required density, normally through the 
apphcation of pressure. Depending on the specific PM process, the forming can 
either occur in the cold state or during heating of the powder. The material is 
normally in the solid state during the whole process [1]. The method of forming 
components from powder is not new. Wrought sponge iron has been found which 
dates back to ancient India and Egypt. Tools and weapons were made, as well as 
jewellery and structural components. The large-scale industrial use of the technique 
has developed during the last century. This development can be attributed to two 
main factors. Firstly, for some materials and desired final properties the PM 
technique offers the only rational way of manufacturing. Secondly, the PM process 
can be highly competitive compared with other manufacturing methods, due to high 
production rates, in large series production [2]. About 80% of the total PM 
production in the world today is made of ferrous powders. 

A technological advantage of pursuing the "powder route" is that the manufacturing 
procedure allows unique control of the final properties. Desired final material 
properties such as microstructure or density can be handled in an efficient way. 
Thus, PM materials are often used for advanced apphcations like cutting tools, 
refractory metals, superalloys and composite materials, to mention a few. However, 
undesired residual porosity acts as an imperfection in the material which gives 
reduced fracture toughness. It is accordingly of great importance to choose the 
pertinent PM method based on the required strength of the final component. An 
economic benefit of the "powder route" is that net-shapes or near-net-shapes can be 
obtained. Investigations show that a higher utilisation of material and lower energy 
consumption are attained with the PM process, compared with most alternative 
forming processes [2]. The catch is that the costs of the powder can be high and 
manufacturing big parts requires more powder and heavier equipment. Costs grow 
rather rapidly with size, since a modest increase in the part's size often results in a 
substantial increment in the required equipment performance. Therefore, the 
apphcation of the PM technique is generally limited to the production of relatively 
small components. In the present work two different metal powder forming 
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processes have been studied, cold die compaction and hot isostatic pressing (HIP). 

1.2 Process description 

Die compaction of powders is merely a part in a chain of actions for producing 
sintered components. The sequence of operations can be described as follows: 

1. Manufacturing of powder. 

2. Powder mixing. 

3. Die pressing. 

4. Sintering. 

5. Optional post-sintering operations. 

There are many ways in which metal powders are produced, e.g. the sponge iron 
process or water-atomization [1]. The base powder is usually mixed with alloying 
elements and lubricants before use. When the mix is given the desired properties, it 
is loaded into a die for consolidation to a compact of the part. Compacts, also called 
green bodies, must have sufficient strength to permit handling without fracture or 
crumbling. It is an advantage in die pressing i f the powder particles are somewhat 
irregular in shape, see Figure 1. Low f i l l density gives compacts of good green 
strength due to large volume reduction upon pressing, which assists interlocking 
and cold welding between individual particles. 

Figure 1. Water atomized powder particle, Höganäs Distaloy AE grade. 
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An iron powder mixture can be densified from about 40% up to 98% of its full 
density through die pressing. Pressures up to about 1 GPa can be required to 
overcome the resisting forces. The main causes of resistance are as follows: friction 
forces between the powder and tool, the internal friction of the powder as particles 
change their position, and deformation of the powder and tool. Subsequently, 
during sintering the green body is heated, generally ta a temperature below the base 
powder's melting point. This is performed in a protective atmosphere to assist the 
particles in bonding together. Usually, the final strength and density are obtained 
after sintering. Optional post-sintering operations can be PM-specific operations 
such as re-pressing to increase the density or to correct the dimensions (sizing) and 
operations aiming at closing the pores on the surface. Other optional operations are 
metallurgical processes in general use, hke heat treatment. 

The sequence of operations in the HIP process usually starts with a powder whose 
particles have a smooth shape and which is commonly gas-atomized [1]. As the 
powder is placed into a thin-walled metallic container, the highest possible initial 
density is sought. The final shape often requires that cores of a dissimilar material 
are placed inside the container. The container is evacuated and sealed, after which 
it is submitted to a combined furnace and pressure vessel. Isostatic pressure is 
apphed through a gas, about 100 MPa, at an elevated temperature, typically 60% of 
the base powder's melting point or higher. The container is subject to high pressure 
and temperature for several hours. During this process the powder is densified 
through coupled deformation mechanisms to a fully dense material. Normally, the 
powder volume is decreased by more than 30%. Due to this shrinkage, which is 
usually nonuniform, the final shape of the container differs considerably from the 
initial shape, which is a problem in producing net-shape products. 

1.3 Powder compaction simulation 

Numerical simulation of the powder pressing process can be of assistance in the 
development and design of PM parts [3,4]. The determination of the tool design and 
the process kinematics are critical steps in the die pressing of powders. In HIP it is 
crucial to determine the initial geometry of the container necessary to achieve the 
required shape and size of the final component. The characteristics of the powder, 
such as the apparent and tap density, ability to flow, compressibihty, particle shape 
and particle size distribution, are essential for the properties of the manufactured 
part. Traditionally, trial-and-error methods have been used to design and to adapt 
the processing variables for the highest possible performance. Computer-aided 
engineering (CAE) analyses can in many cases excel these methods in reducing 
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cost, improving the product properties and increasing the implementation of PM 
components. Numerical methods such as the finite element method (FEM) have 
proved to be a viable approach for simulating the process of powder forming, cf. 
Ref. [5]. However, there are some difficulties preventing the achievement of 
smooth and faultless procedures for numerical simulations. These obstacles are 
mainly due to the highly nonlinear models which are necessary to describe the 
process. 

1.4 Aim and scope of the present research 

The aim of the present research has been to explore and develop numerical methods 
for the simulation of powder pressing which have been tested on experimental data 
from industrial applications. An additional aim has been, through numerical 
modelling, to provide more detailed insight into the behaviour of the powder 
pressing process. The ultimate ambition of the research work in an engineering 
product development context has been to test and present tools that may reduce lead 
times and enable the development of better PM processes and products. The main 
emphasis of this work concerns the modelling of friction in the die pressing process. 

2 Modelling of powder pressing 

The effective simulation of powder pressing depends on the constitutive model for 
the powder behaviour and how the interaction of the powder and the adjacent media 
is modelled. "Effective" is here given the meaning of satisfactory results with a min
imum of work. An appropriate material model of the powder, together with a proper 
treatment of the powder-wall contact, is important for the predictive capability of 
the simulations [6-8]. Friction between the powder and tool (wall friction) has a 
strong influence on the result of the pressing process, especially in die pressing. 
Wall friction is of less importance in HIP. However, in die pressing wall friction 
acts on quantities such as the required compaction and ejection force, the green den
sity and green strength of the compact, the density distribution and die wear. During 
die pressing, the height of the compact decreases continuously until either the final 
height is reached or the compacting pressure reaches the prescribed value. Densifi-
cation and sliding occur simultaneously. Normally, solid lubricants are admixed to 
the powder to reduce the friction, or alternatively die the walls are lubricated prior 
to the pressing. In modelling the powder pressing process many different aspects 
can be considered that contribute to the final result, see Figure 2 from Paper II. Of 
the aspects of modelhng the die pressing process, that are mentioned in Paper II all 
but die filling are considered here. 
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PROCESS MODELLING 

Figure 2. Illustration of different aspects involved in modelling the die pressing process {Paper II). 

2.1 Wall friction 

The purpose of die pressing is to increase the density of the powder. Consequently, 
the geometry of the powder mass changes and sliding at the tool walls occurs. The 
friction between the powder and tool prevents complete densification of the powder 
during pressing. Uneven density distribution in the green body wil l cause irregular 
shrinkage and can induce undesired residual stress or even cracking of the part 
through sintering. Other aspects of the wall friction is that it to a large extent 
controls the required ejection force and has also a great influence on the pressing 
equipment. Friction forces affect the lifetime of the tool and limit the performance 
of the press. 

The consequence of wall friction can be illustrated further by analysing the single-
action pressing of a cylinder geometry, see Paper TV. The aim here is to show the 
decrease in the consolidation force throughout the compact. The friction at the 
envelope surface can be regarded as the principal source of the resisting forces 
during pressing. I f a constant upper punch force is assumed, the reduction in the 
axial consolidation force / can be formulated mathematically by considering the 
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force equilibrium of a slice of the compact, see Figure 3. When moving an 
increment from the upper punch towards the lower punch, the change in the 
consohdation force df in the powder as a function of the friction surface M is given 
by 

df=-\lkfdM/Q (1), 

where j i is the wall friction coefficient, k is the ratio of the radially transmitted force 
to the axially apphed force, dM is the incremental envelope surface and Q is the 
cross-section area of the cylinder. Integration of Equation (1) yields an exponential 
decay of the consolidation force, 

where// and/M are the lower and upper punch forces, respectively. The factor MIQ 
is an important parameter in powder pressing as it defines restrictions on component 
proportions [9]. In the course of pressing the friction surface M wi l l be reduced. 

fu 

f(z) 

fl 

Figure 3. Free-body diagram of the powder slice (Paper IV). 
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2.2 Experimental observations of friction 

Different forms of friction can be identified in die pressing. Friction can be classi
fied under five categories: friction between the moving punch and the die wall, fric
tion between the powder particles, friction between powder particles and die wall, 
internal friction within the particles during deformation, and friction between the 
compact and the die wall during ejection [10]. Powder-wall friction is considered to 
be the type of friction which has the most extensive effect on the PM production 
process. 

Different experimental approaches for the evaluation of wall friction with respect to 
process parameters can be found in the literature. One approach is to have a powder 
column or a powder compact sliding on a specimen made of the tool material [11-
13]. 

Another way is to extract information from die pressing experiments. Ernst et al. [9, 
14] used a fully instrumented press for the measurement of friction forces during 
iron powder compaction. They investigated the uniaxial pressing of a cylinder and 
a bushing by altering the M/Q parameter. Results are reported for the influence of 
the part geometry, lubricant type, lubricant content and tool surfaces on the friction 
forces detected in the press tools. It is shown that the friction coefficient decreases 
with increasing compaction pressure. An estimation of the wall friction using data 
from a die pressing experiment has been performed in the present work, see Paper 
IV. 

An alternative procedure to the sliding compact test is described in Ref. [15], where 
a commercial tribological test rig was used. Loose powder is forced into the contact 
between two metal bodies, one of which is held fixed and the other is kept oscillat
ing. The force transferred via the powder is quantified as the friction force. This ex
periment gives observations comparable to those in Ref. [11, 14]. 

The effects of density and normal stress are not easily separated in these experi
ments. It is also concluded that experimental data on wall friction at low density are 
hard to obtain. 

2.3 Modelling of friction 

In modelling friction, Coulomb made important contributions in the late eighteenth 
century. He observed the distinction between static and kinetic friction and intro-
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duced the idea that friction must depend on the interlocking of contact surface as
perities. The law named after him, even i f it was partly known earher, states that the 
frictional force is proportional to the normal load, x = |1G. More recently developed 
friction models have been inspired by the theories of plasticity and continuum me
chanics for deformable bodies, see e.g. Ref. [16]. 

At the point of contact a local Cartesian coordinate system x i , x2, and * 3 can be de
fined, in such a way that Xi and x2 are in the tangential plane and x3 is in the normal 
direction of the contact surface, see Figure 4. The shear stresses in the tangential 
plane are denoted by T± and x 2 , while the stress normal to the surface is denoted by 
a. The relative displacements between the bodies in the tangential plane are repre
sented by ui and u2, while g is the gap between the bodies in the normal direction. 
Impenetrability conditions are usually introduced, so that Gg = 0. Elasto-plastic con
stitutive models for contact sliding have been proposed in e.g. Ref. [17-19], and 
these models are based on the following concepts: 

1. Decomposition of relative displacements, u, into adherence and slip. 

du = du a + du s (3) 

2. Slip criteria governed by a slip surface / 

f = f ( x h x 2 , r j , oq) = 0 (4) 

where oq is some set of suitable state variables. 

3. A shp rule relating the contact relative displacement to the contact stress state. 
Usually a non-associated slip rule is adopted owing to the shape of the shp 
surface. The use of an associated shp rule implies that shp would also occur 
in the normal direction, see Figure 5, which would be physically unrealistic. 

4. Rules controlling the evolution of adhesion and slip. 
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*1 

Figure 4. Illustration of two deformable bodies in contact. 

A theory on the treatment of non-local effects due to normal contact force distribu
tion as asperities deform is discussed by Oden and Pires [20]. From the friction ex
periments on lubricated iron powders it can be concluded that the coefficient of 
friction is not constant during die pressing. 

.-Non-associated slip 

Figure 5. Slip surface; associated and non-associated slip directions in contact stress space. 

The simulations carried out in the present work do not consider the micro-slip or 
elastic adherence of the bodies in contact. Thus, the behaviour resembles Coulomb 
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friction or a rigid-plastic response from the point of view of plasticity theory. Dis
sipation of energy into heat during frictional sliding is not considered here. 

Sliding occurs i f the tangential forces at the points of contact exceed the Coulomb 
type of friction criteria. The coefficient of friction does not have to be constant. It is 
straightforward to implement a coefficient which depends on various (1...AT) state 
variables of the solution, e.g. 

M- = Mi» 

A' 

1 + Y l f , 
i = l J 

(5) 

where | i B is a base friction coefficient and/j- are dimensionless functions of different 
state variables, see Paper I. The idea of a non-constant friction coefficient is not 
new and the concept used here has been inspired by work performed by Maisch et 
al. [21] on blankholder models for the finite element analysis of sheet metal forming 
processes. 

Experiments show influences on the coefficient of friction from state variables such 
as pressure, powder density, sliding displacement and velocity, as well as parame
ters such as the lubricant type, lubricant amount and tool surface roughness. The ef
fects of density and velocity have been included here. The contribution to the 
coefficient of friction by the powder state variables reflects the influence of the ma
terial in the vicinity of the tool wall. In principle, this influence may be modelled by 
a material model of the continuum, but, since the layer affecting the contact me
chanics is assumed to be thin, it is considered to affect the friction model. Thus, the 
friction model incorporates a boundary layer of the continuum. 

2.4 Material behaviour and constitutive models 

Die pressing can be performed at a high production rate when the compaction takes 
no longer than a few seconds. During this time considerable deformation of the 
powder volume takes place. A typical densification curve is depicted in Figure 6. 

Depending on the level of pressure applied, different deformation mechanisms are 
active in the powder [1]. In the early stage, region A, the deformation of the powder 
is dominated by relative particle movement and elastic deformation in the contact 
zones between the particles. 
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p 
Compacting pressure 

Figure 6. Schematic densification curve for die pressing of a ferrous powder. 

As the pressure increases, region B, plastic deformation in the contact region of the 
particles is initiated, and rearrangement of the particles continues. As the protective 
oxide layers on the particle surfaces break down, cold welding of particles can ap
pear. In region C, the deformation is mainly controlled by plastic deformation while 
the particles continue to weld together. The densification is determined by the 
squeezing of particles into the remaining free spaces and the straining of the mate
rial. At high pressures, region D, strain-hardened and bonded particles restrain fur
ther densification. 

A mathematical description of the powder behaviour during pressing should ideally 
be based on elements of individual particles and their interaction. Using this ap
proach the global response would follow from the contact of many particles on a mi
croscopic scale, which would constitute a discrete element method (DEM). 
However, such an approach is complex and computationally too expensive [22] for 
practical use today. Constitutive models for powder materials in applications for 
powder pressing are generally based on the principles of continuum mechanics. For 
such phenomenological models the macroscopic behaviour of a powder mass is ex
amined. The theories and methods used in modelling powder materials are com
monly adopted from soil mechanics [23, 24]. However, in understanding the 
granular behaviour and in the development of continuum models, DEM could serve 
as a useful tool. 
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Throughout this work an isotropic rate-independent cap plasticity model [25] has 
been used for modelling the powder response in die pressing. The yield function in 
the principal stress space consists of a perfectly plastic failure portion fitted to a 
strain hardening elliptical cap, see Figure 7. Plastic deformation follows an associ
ated flow rule. The plasticity model meets the stability requirements posed by 
Drucker [26] and it satisfies the necessary continuity and uniqueness requirements 
[27]. This model has been adapted for powder pressing analyses in previous work 
[23] and is further refined here, see Paper 111. Triaxial experiments on iron powder 
[28] reveal that associated flow does not always take place close to hydrostatic 
stress states. This imphes that the mathematical idealization of the powder behav
iour cannot be expected to be valid in every condition. The choice of model is a 
compromise between physical validity, computational aspects and how easily the 
model can be fitted to experimental data. 

In the application of IUP the addition of creep should be considered [4]. Experimen
tal observations [29] show that rearrangement of individual particles contributes to 
the global deformation at the beginning of the process. Diffusion of material and 
creep deformation succeed as temperature and pressure increase. In order to account 
for this dual deformation mechanism, a combined material model has been tested, 
see Paper V for more details. An elasto-plastic model has been combined with the 
established elasto-viscoplastic model. The granular behaviour is described by a 
modified Cam-clay model where the plastic straining was governed by an associat
ed flow rule, see Figure 8. 
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Figure 8. The modified Cam-clay model used for the initial low density stage of the HIP simulations, 
shown in the p-q plane (Paper V). 

3 Numerical procedures 

As pointed out previously, the powder pressing problem contains several sources of 
nonlinearity. The main causes of nonlinearity which manifest themselves in the 
finite element analyses are material, geometric and boundary nonlinearity. Material 
nonlinearity arises when the relationship between stresses and strains or other 
material properties are solution-dependent functions. Generally in large 
displacement analysis, geometric nonlinearity must be considered because a change 
in the geometry or orientation of a body may lead to a change in its response. 
Boundary nonlinearity refers to loads and boundary conditions which alter in a 
nonlinear fashion, e.g. frictional contact. Before the actual simulations can take 
place, the essential model parameters must be determined. The estimation of these 
parameters is normally based on experimental data. In this work, optimization 
procedures are used for the estimation of the model parameters. 

3.1 Finite element program 

The numerical formulation of the powder pressing problem derives from the dis
crete form of the governing equations for a continuous body in both space and time. 
Five sets of equations are considered in solving the resulting initial boundary value 
problem. Three of these sets are conservation equations for mass, linear momentum 
and energy. The other two sets are strain-displacement equations and constitutive 
relations. The energy conservation equations are not required for the treatment of 
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isothermal processes. The die pressing problem is here treated as isothermal, while 
coupled thermomechanical analysis is necessary for the HIP simulations. The finite 
element semi-discretisation of the conservation equations follows the Galerkin ap
proximation process [30]. 

Die pressing simulations have here been performed by explicit time integration, us
ing DYNA2D [31]. The highly nonlinear nature of the problem necessitates short 
time steps, giving exphcit methods a computational time advantage compared with 
implicit methods. It is also easier to implement and test new models [32] using the 
exphcit stencil. However, the explicit integration scheme is conditionally stable, 
which means that i f the time step is too large the solution will be unstable. Owing 
to the longer process time, implicit time integration is used for the HIP problem. The 
HIP simulations have been carried out utilizing an in-house finite element code, see 
Paper V. One advantage of the unconditionally stable implicit method is that quasi-
static problems can be solved simply by omitting inertia terms in the governing 
equations. In exphcit analysis, the total number of required time steps can be re
duced by applying mass scaling and/or an increased loading rate. Anyhow, the ap
pearance of undesired dynamic effects must be monitored when analysing 
quasistatic problems by explicit time integration. 

The updated Lagrangian displacement formulation forms the basis for both codes, 
and the quantities involved in the continuum mechanics equations are defined with 
reference to the last equilibrium configuration. This indicates that the mesh follows 
the material points. However, the large deformations present in die pressing togeth
er with complex geometries can cause severe mesh distortion, see e.g. Paper I. This 
calls for some kind of mesh adaptivity. The arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) 
formulation used here offers an alternative to the more conventional remeshing op
tion in DYNA2D. An ALE mesh is neither fixed nor obliged to follow the material 
particles. In an Eulerian formulation the mesh is kept fixed in space and material 
points move relative to the mesh. The problem in using an Eulerian mesh is the ap
plication of proper boundary conditions as the material deforms. Regarding the 
ALE formulation in DYNA2D [33], the boundary nodes remain coincident with the 
material points, while the interior nodes can remain equispaced to prevent mesh dis
tortion. 

Large deformation consists partly of material stretching and partly of rigid body ro
tation, which gives rise to geometric nonlinearity. This is accompanied with the re
quirement that the stress field shall be transformed objectively under superposed 
rigid body motions, i.e. according to the rules of tensor analysis [34]. In a large de-
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formation formulation, the constitutive relations normally embody the material ef
fect on some objective stress rate. Objective rates of a stress tensor are essentially 
modified time derivatives of the stress tensor constructed to preserve objectivity. In 
DYNA2D the Jaumann rate of Cauchy stress is used with the cap material model, 
while the Green-Naghdi rate is utilized in the HIP analyses [35]. 

Stress increments and plastic variables are computed from increments of strain at 
the Gauss points by means of the constitutive equations in an isoparametric finite 
element formulation. There are various stress increment integration schemes avail
able which use different methods of approximation to achieve this goal [36]. In the 
case of strain-driven algorithms, the approach is to subdivide the known total strain 
increment into elastic and plastic strain increments. I f the material undergoes plastic 
deformation, it is important that the new stress state also satisfies the yield criteria, 
thus restoring plastic consistency. Plastic straining during the increment may 
change the yield hmit due to strain hardening or softening. 

3.2 Contact algorithm 

Two bodies bound to make contact, called the hitting and target body respectively, 
must satisfy some principle contact conditions: firstly, the impenetrabihty condi
tion, which states that the boundaries of the two bodies cannot penetrate one anoth
er; secondly, the existence of a contact area with a common boundary between the 
bodies. Other requirements are momentum balance on the common boundary and 
cancellation of tensile contact forces in the normal direction of the contact bounda
ry. The numerical treatment of contacts in the die pressing simulations follows the 
procedures for the defence node algorithm [37] see also Paper II. 

Algorithms such as the defence node algorithm are occasionally referred to as La
grange multiplier methods. The momentum balance is solved together with the im
posed impenetrability constraint for the contact nodes. An alternative approach is 
the penalty formulation, where the normal contact force is determined from a small 
penetration of the bodies via a penalty parameter. However, in such a formulation 
the impenetrability condition is not satisfied exactly [38]. This may be enough to 
cause significant changes in the computed density distribution. 

The influence of sliding friction in the HIP simulations is ignored. The container is 
assumed to stick perfectly into the powder without any relative sliding. 
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3.3 Parameter identification by optimization 

The calibration of the material model and friction model with experimental data is 
carried out through the solution of an inverse problem [39]. The aim of this section 
is to illustrate how the inverse problem is derived from the direct problem. The di
rect problem can be posed by considering two different sets: F, the parameter space, 
and Uxl, the solution in space and time of the direct problem. The direct problem 
can be given by an FE solution with a certain set of input data, which is here written 
as, 

where Q are the desired parameters and uj are responses, e.g. forces or displace
ments, as a function of the parameters. This can be seen as the mapping of set Finto 
set Uxl. Every element of Uxl is the image of at least one element of F which can 
be specified by a solution operator [40], 

[ F —> Uxl 

which summarizes the direct problem. Another set of interest is the reference data 
from relevant experiments. Let üi e Pxl symbolize this set of data. The target is to 
estimate the parameters C, so that Uxl matches Pxl. It is tempting to formulate the 
inverse problem by simply reversing expression (7), i.e. backward calculation. This 
is, however, not possible mainly due to: 

1. Uxl * Pxl, it is therefore not possible to map F into Pxl. 

2. There exists no inverse operator unique to S. 

The first factor imphes that mathematical models cannot be expected to describe the 
real material behaviour exactly. In order to circumvent the above problems a meth
od of optimization is applied in which a closest possible match of Uj(Cj) and üi is 
searched for. This corresponds to finding the parameters Q that minimize the fol
lowing functional, 

also called the cost function. The choice of norm can be critical and may affect the 

c,. =>*,.((:,.) (6) 

(7) 

F(C,.) = I M / C , . ) - « j\\NORM (8), 
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solution. The general idea of an inverse problem is also illustrated in Figure 9. 

( START ) 

Numerical simulation 

i 
Evaluate cost function Experimental data Evaluate cost function Experimental data 

Optimization 

( STOP ) 

Figure 9. Principles of an inverse problem. 

Commonly used methods for finding the extreme points of functions can be divided 
into methods which need only function evaluations (zero-order methods) and meth
ods which additionally need the gradient of the function (first-order methods). In 
this work, unconstrained optimization methods are used to minimize Equation (8). 
Constraints can be introduced by adding some penalty function to the cost function 
in order to avoid erroneous solutions. 

The algorithm and code applied to determine the material parameters [41] are based 
on a quasi-Newton update and line search approach [42], i.e. a first-order method. 
Sensitivities are computed through the finite difference of the cost function with re
spect to each parameter. A zero-order method by Neider and Mead [43], also known 
as the simplex method, is a conventional search scheme used for optimization. 
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Methods which check for extreme points via search patterns are also called function 
comparison methods. Searching the fu l l pattern usually requires many function 
evaluations, which means that these methods suffer from efficiency disadvantages 
when the number of parameters is large. However, the advantage of these methods 
is that they can handle noisy and non-smooth cost functions. 

The inverse modelling concept is shown to be powerful in calibrating friction mod
els. The method used in the present work for estimating the coefficient of friction 
from a die pressing experiment, Paper IV, is based on a modified version of the sim
plex method [44]. In this application, the simplex method is found to be fairly stable 
and robust. 

4 Summary of results 

4.1 Paper I 

A non-constant friction model is proposed based on experimental data from 
measurements using tribological test equipment. The global effects of friction from 
the simulations are compared with those from pressing experiments. No major 
difficulties with the numerical implementation during the analyses are observed. 
Variable wall friction at the beginning of the pressing indicates a marginal effect on 
the final pressing force from the cylinder geometry. The final density distribution 
of the part is shown to be dependent on the choice of friction model. The possibility 
of modelling the density-dependent cohesion in the powder is requested. 
Unacceptable distortion of an amended mesh led to the demand for some mesh 
adaptivity scheme. 

4.2 Paper II 

An overview of the modelling methods using DYNA2D for die pressing 
simulations is presented. Various process facts are identified which can be 
considered in the modelling of die pressing. Continuous variation of the initial 
density distribution of the powder in the die is included in this model. The mesh 
distortion problem is tackled by the application of an ALE kinematic formulation 
for large deformations. An analysis of a die-pressed component is presented and 
compared with experimental results. Simulations of the pressmg appear to be 
sensitive to variations in the initial density distribution and process kinematics. 
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4.3 Paper III 

The influence of the initial density variation and pressing sequence on the final 
density distribution after ejection is investigated further. The material model is 
modified by density-dependent cohesion. Simulations of the pressing and ejection 
of a pulley are performed in which two different sequences of punch motion are 
prescribed. The influence of a variable initial density is included, as well as non-
constant wall friction. Good agreement is achieved when comparing the simulations 
and experimental results. The results also show the need for modelhng and/or 
experimental determination of the filling density. In the simulations, local dilatation 
is identified at the junction between the rim and hub for one of the pressing 
sequences. A comma-shaped crack is observed at the same location on the real 
pulley. 

4.4 Paper IV 

Inverse modelhng is used to determine a constant value of the coefficient of friction 
using a simplistic pressing experiment. It is shown to be an efficient way of 
estimating an average value of the wall friction coefficient. The density dependence 
of the friction coefficient is investigated by an analytical model together with 
experimental data from the pressing. A variation in the friction force at the early 
stage of the pressing is exposed. The results from this work confirm the strong 
relation between the material model and the friction behaviour, especially for the 
radial pressure transmission. The radial transmission of pressure during axial 
pressing determines the normal pressure at the die wall. Useful results are achieved 
with both methods. However, the experimental data in the low density region is 
shown to be inexact. 

4.5 Paper V 

A combined material model is used for describing the different deformation 
mechanisms present in the HIP process. Experimental observations show that in the 
beginning of the HIP cycle considerable deformation of the powder occurs due to 
particle movement. In order to account for this early deformation in the numerical 
simulations of HIP, a granular plasticity model is employed at low density and 
temperature. Subsequently, as the applied temperature and pressure increase the 
material behaviour is governed by a viscoplastic model. The simulation of a HIP 
test with a dilatometer is performed. Analysis with the combined material model 
shows good agreement with the experiment for the whole densification process. 
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5 Discussion and conclusions 

The numerical problems involved in modelling non-constant wall friction do not 
play a big part in the implementation of such models. It is rather the quantification 
of the frictional behaviour during the entire pressing process which is the setback. 
Here, repeated finite element analysis may serve as a useful tool in the estimation 
of model parameters by inverse modelling. The separation of relevant state 
variables and their influence on wall friction is crucial in establishing wall friction 
models. It is also apparent that the wall friction model and the material model 
cannot be treated as separate entities. Changes in wall friction wil l affect the 
material response and vice versa. The demand for more complicated friction models 
could of course be questioned. However, the more complex the components 
become, including narrow portions, the more critical is the performance of the 
pressing. In such situations it may be an advantage to be able to predict the density 
variation due to non-constant wall friction. An initial density distribution field can 
also be included in the finite element model. Numerical analysis shows that the 
density distribution in the green body after ejection from the die is influenced by the 
initial density distribution upon filhng the die. Yet, the f i l l density distribution 
remains to be estimated either through f i l l experiments or by simulations. 
Experimental data and modelling results combined can be used for the purpose of 
gaining further understanding of the variation in wall friction during pressing. 

In the application of HI*> the combined material model proposed in Paper V seems 
to improve the material response asked for in the early stage of pressing. This 
granular regime can be of significance in predicting the initial shape of the container 
for more complex parts. This is because the deformation of the container in the cold 
state can be critical and should not be underestimated. 

It is obvious that many process-dependent effects can be readily modelled using the 
finite element method. From the results it should be possible to predict problems 
involved in practical powder pressing. One obstacle is the necessary input data for 
verification and model cahbration. Two overall problem areas can be identified in 
the numerical simulation of powder pressing, namely powder characterization and 
numerical analysis techniques. To the former category belong methods of 
estimating model parameters. It is important to work in both these areas in the 
development of quantitative analysis tools for powder pressing. Competence over a 
broad field of engineering disciplines is required for understanding the behaviour of 
particulate materials in forming processes. The present work has benefited from 
collaboration with several research groups in the search for experimental data. Such 
joint efforts are indispensable in the pursuit of rehable methods to be used in 
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industrial practice. 

6 Future work 

Future work wil l involve inverse modelling for the determination of friction and 
constitutive model parameters. The objective is to use nonlinear finite element 
methods, optimization methods and specially designed inexpensive experiments to 
study the model relations involved in die pressing. It wil l be necessary to investigate 
further the interaction between material and friction models. Additionally, 
experiments must be developed that wi l l characterize friction and material 
behaviour over the whole density range during pressing. It wi l l also be essential to 
perform three-dimensional analyses, as many practical problems are not 
axisyrnmetric. Mesh adaptivity is necessary when complex parts are analysed [45], 
which may require special consideration. Another highly important research area is 
the modelling of the powder filling process. 
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Abstract 

The influence of powder-wall friction on the final products mechanical properties is significant in 
the pressing of metal powders. Friction between the powder and the wall affects the density 
distribution in the compact. Non-homogeneous density distribution induces cracks and residual 
stresses during compaction and sintering which is detrimental to the final strength. Friction also 
affects final density, pressing and ejection forces and die wear. Normally, friction is reduced by 
mixing solid phase lubricants into the powders. As the shape of a component gets more complex the 
consequences of friction get more difficult to foresee. Thus, it is important to predict the behaviour 
of the powder mixture during compaction. In this work, finite element simulations of experimentally 
evaluated compacts are used to study frictional effects. A non-linear friction model is considered 
where the input parameters are evaluated from tribological tests on the powder mix. Global effects 
of friction from the simulations are compared with experiments. 

1 Introduction 

The aim of this work is to model the non-linear friction behaviour in the contact 
between the powder and die wall using the finite element method. The influence of 
friction on the final properties of PM parts is crucial. Many aspects are affected by 
friction such as density distribution, pressing forces, final shape, tool wear, residual 
stresses and cracks. One way to overcome these problems is to mix sohd phase 
lubricant into the powder. The ambition here is to use results from standard 
tribological experiments to analyse the friction characteristics of the powder 
mixture. While the use of analysis tools in the design process increase the need for 
reliable input data grows into an important matter. The friction characteristics of the 
powder is here determined using a commercial test equipment normally used for 
tribological testing of oils and greases, see Ref. [1]. 

Powder friction can be separated in two categories, internal friction caused by 
friction forces between the powder particles and contact friction between powder 
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particles and die wall. The material model handles the internal friction while a 
separate friction law is used to describe wall friction effects. Modelhng of the 
interaction between the powder and the die is much dependent of both the friction 
model and the constitutive law of the powder. The axially applied pressing force is 
transferred in the radial direction by the powder. The contact pressure at the die wall 
is determined by this property of the powder. 

Two of the validation parts described in Ref. [2] have been studied. The components 
are manufactured by Krebsöge Sinterholding and Sintertech using the Höganäs 
Distaloy AE powder, with 0.5% C and 1% Hoechst Microwax. 

2 Modelling 

2.1 Material model 

The cap plasticity model developed by DiMaggio and Sandler [3] has been 
modified for use in metal powder pressing simulations, see Ref. [4]. It is a rate-
independent material model with the yield surface defined by a failure envelope and 
a hardening cap, as seen in Figure 1. At low pressures or even tensile stresses the 
behaviour follows the Drucker-Prager line. As the pressure increase the yield 
surface evolves to the von Mises line. The strain increments are assumed to scale 
perpendicularly from the yield surface, i.e. an associated flow rule. 

von Mises line 

Drucker-Prager 
line 

C a p / 

V 

Failure ^ ^ ^ ^ 
envelope f1 

Ii 

Figure 1. Cap plasticity model, Ij is the first stress tensor invariant and J 2 the second stress deviator 
tensor invariant. 
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The model contains 14 material parameters which need to be determined and the 
procedure to determine these is described in Ref. [5, 6]. The core concept is to 
perform a least square f i t of calculated and experimentally measured stresses for a 
given strain. The reference values are taken from triaxial tests of the powder 
mixture, see Ref. [7]. The final parameter values are sorted out using a Newton-like 
optimization method. 

2.2 Friction model 

In the contact between the powder and die wall friction forces prevent complete 
compaction. The influence of friction increase with complexity of the PM part that 
is analysed. The non-linear nature of the numerical contact problem arise from that 
the size of the powder-wall contact surface changes during pressing. Modelling of 
friction is here equal to posing a law for how the tangential traction forces on the 
contact surface develop as a consequence of the normal force. Traditionally friction 
is assumed to follow a Coulomb type of expression, like 

where x and a is the tangential and normal traction respectively and \i is the constant 
friction coefficient. Equation (1) is refined by allowing the coefficient of friction to 
be a function of some state variable and suitable asperity measure. Such variables 
could be local powder density, sliding velocity, normal pressure, temperature or 
depend on the type and amount of lubricant used as well as wall roughness. Based 
on the experimental results seen in Figure 2 a non-constant friction coefficient of 
the following expression is proposed, 

where \iB is a base friction constant. The functions fv and f p relate the frictional 
behaviour to relative sliding velocity and local density. The following relations are 
used here, 

x = (1) 

|i = \iB(l + / v / p ) (2) 

fv = 
v ( v / v 0 - 1) 

+/ (3) 
v + av. vO 

0 
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where v is the relative shding velocity, v 0 is a reference velocity, p is powder 
density, p 0 is the solid density, p r ey is a model limit value for density dependent 
friction, / v 0 is an equivalent static friction coefficient and a, b and c are model 
parameters. The symbol (x-xQ) means that (x-xQ) = 0 i f x < x0 and (x-x0) = 
x - xq i f x > Xq . The experimental characterization of the powder-wall friction is 
described in Ref. [1]. The friction coefficient is measured as a function of the 
normal contact pressure and sliding velocity as depicted in Figure 2. 

1.2 

Q I 1 1 1 L I • I I 
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 

Mean contact pressure [MPa] 

Figure 2. Experimental results from friction experiments on the Höganäs iron powder mixture. 

The contact pressure is converted to powder density using the isotropic compaction 
curve from the triaxial test. This implies that the stress state at the point of contact 
is considered as hydrostatic, which is an assumption made to relate pressure to 
density. Equation (2) is fitted to the experimental values which give the friction 
coefficient shown in Figure 3. The dashed lines in Figure 3 show the corresponding 
experimentally measured values. The parameter values in equations (2) - (4) are, 

\LB = Q.l / v 0 = 0.05 a = 1.0 b =1.5 
c = 0.01 p r e y/p 0 = 0.65 v 0 = l . l c m / s 
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Figure 3. Friction model fitted to experimental values. 

The behaviour of the coefficient of friction at relative densities below 0.7 is 
extrapolated as shown in the Figure 3. Experiments indicate that the friction 
coefficient continue to increase as the density decrease. However, a density cut off 
limit is assumed below which the friction coefficient just depends on the shding 
velocity. 

3 Numerical computations 

3.1 Analysis 

The numerical pressing simulations are carried out for the geometries seen in Figure 
4. These two geometries represent two of the validation parts specified in Ref. [2]. 
The geometries studied are axisymmetric which enables the use of a two 
dimensional finite element program. A modified version of the public domain FE 
code DYNA2D has been used, see Ref. [8]. The code is written for exphcit time 
integration using four node quadrilateral elements and for the numerical element 
integration, the one-point Gauss rule is used. Zero energy deformation modes are 
prevented by means of artificial viscosity damping. The code is modified with a 
contact algorithm [11] and the previously discussed cap plasticity material model 
has been improved to match the powder behaviour. Because of the Courant stabihty 
criteria the time step is limited by the element size and the speed of sound in the 
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materials. However, the time step size can be enlarged by artificially increasing the 
density of the model materials. This must be used with caution as undesired 
dynamic effects become more pronounced with increasing density which limits the 
enlargement of the time step. Die and punch materials are considered to be linear 
elastic with no plastic properties. In order to examine the influence of friction two 
analyses per component are carried out, one with constant friction and a second with 
the proposed friction model. The initial density in the simulations was 3.0 g/cm3 in 
all cases, which is the apparent density measured by Höganäs AB. 

3.2 Results from analysis of the Krebsöge geometry 

The model comprises 332 elements and is compacted by uniaxial pressing, i.e. with 
the upper punch moving and all the other tool parts kept fixed. Numerically this 
corresponds to a prescribed velocity on the upper punch, in this case 80 mm/s. The 
filling height is 72 mm and final compact height 30 mm. The pressing tools were 
equipped with pressure gauges and position sensors during the compaction process; 
the experimental set up is described in Ref. [10]. In this way experimental results 
have been achieved for the upper and lower punch pressures as function of compact 
height. 

a) ; b) I 

7.15 ! 1 4 . 5 

; j 34 J 
I 39^ 

Figure 4. Axisymmetric finite element models used for the pressing analyses at initial stage, 
a) geometry from Krebsöge, b) geometry from Sintertech. 
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In Figure 5 results from the simulations are compared with experimental results. It 
can be seen that the final pressure agree well with the experiments for both friction 
models. The modified non-constant friction model results in higher friction forces 
compared with both constant friction simulations and experiments in the beginning 
of compaction. Differences can also be seen in the rate of increase in the lower 
punch pressure, which is low in the case of non-constant friction during the first 30 
mm of compaction. A possible explanation to this could be the behaviour of the 
material model. The powder model sustains a considerable amount of shear stress 
at low levels of consolidation, which should compare with loose powder. High 
initial powder-wall friction coefficient combined with too high cohesion could 
hinder compaction in the lower parts of the body. 

3.3 Results from analysis of the Sintertech geometry 

The analyses of this component have not yet been compared with experiments. The 
geometry of the three punches and the die walls, as seen in Figure 4, is modelled 
using 696 finite elements. There are two lower punches, let us call them lower left 
and lower right, of which the lower right punch is fixed during the compaction. The 
kinematics of the other tool parts are prescribed and closely match the kinematics 
of part 30 in the specifications [9]. The geometry is shghtly altered in order to 
accommodate the numerical solution. 

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 

Actual compact height [mm] 

Figure 5. Comparison of results from pressing simulations with constant friction, non-constant 
friction and experiments of punch pressure as function of compact height. 
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The sharp inner corner at the dimensional change for the flange is replaced with a 
radius of 3.0 mm. Powder flow around the sharp corner would distort the mesh too 
much to give reliable results. In Figure 6, the mesh of the final compact shape is 
shown. Sections A:A and B:B indicate the hnes along which density profiles are 
plotted. 

Figure 6. Mesh of the final compact shape showing sections A: A and B:B for density profiles. 

The distortion of the elements around the inner corner in Figure 6 is caused by the 
slide line interactions between the powder and lower left punch. The element sides 
are forced to be straight along the boundary facets. This results in the distortion seen 
in Figure 6 where elements of the powder slides over the element sides of the punch. 
The distortion problem is not considered to affect the global behaviour of the 
simulation and is not solved here. 

SECTION A:A SECTION B:B 

Radius [mm] Radius [mm] 

Figure 7. Density profile plots at the sections specified in figure 6. 
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The differences between the constant and non-constant friction coefficient is shown 
in Figure 7. It can be seen that the density level is slightly higher in Section A:A for 
the simulation with constant friction. The greatest difference in density of the two 
is found at the outer radii of the component. Comparing results at Section B:B the 
simulation using constant friction gives higher density. The force on the upper 
punch as function of punch movement is depicted in Figure 8. Small differences can 
be seen between analysis with the two friction models, however a slightly larger 
force is noticed for the simulation with constant friction coefficient. The difference 
is 40 kN or about 5% of the maximum pressing force. An explanation for this 
observation may be that the upper punch is assisted by the die movement. 

800 

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 

Punch displacement [mm] 

Figure 8. Pressing force as function of punch displacement for the upper punch. 

4 Discussion and conclusions 

The trial friction model discussed in this work show that for fairly simple 
geometries the need for more sophisticated friction models is hmited. However, 
parts with geometries having large friction surfaces will naturally be more sensitive 
to friction during the pressing process. It can be seen from both the friction 
experiments and the simulations of the pressing that friction is greater at lower 
density levels. The modelhng of powder compaction from the frictional point of 
view should be considered from different aspects. Firstly, the constitutive model of 
the powder should be able to represent the granular powder behaviour well. 
Rearrangement of loosely packed powder at the early stages of compaction is a 
problem to depict with the cap plasticity model used here. The cap model appears 
to give the powder too high cohesion at the early stage of the pressing. Thus, the 
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model powder sustains higher shear loads than real iron powder does which is 
indicated by the lower punch pressure at the early stages in the compaction of the 
Krebsöge geometry. Secondly, the numerical problems of modelling the wall 
friction are not dominant although the need for accurate experimental data is 
crucial. Still the understanding of the development of powder-wall friction in the 
apphcation of iron powder pressing is not complete. Many complex details interacts 
to the final result. The test method used here to characterize wall friction of the 
powder mix is a relatively easy method to apply. Problems with keeping the powder 
in the shding contact during measurements especially at low velocities and the low 
contact pressures limits the range of results. The results are restricted to the upper 
third of the density range, assuming hydrostatic contact pressure. 

It was seen during analysis of the Sintertech geometry that the choice of finite 
element mesh is important. Although the global behaviour may be less sensitive, the 
local influence of the mesh is significant. The demand for general design tools wi l l 
lead to that more advanced computational techniques become necessary. Such 
techniques could be remeshing methods, time stepping techniques and other 
methods that simplifies simulations of the powder pressing process. Computer 
aided engineering analysis of the pressing process of iron powder is growing and as 
the computational efficiency of modern computers increase the required time for 
solving rather complicated numerical problems will reduce. From this perspective 
the search for more accurate input data and appropriate models wi l l continue. 
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Abstract 

The process of pressing metal powder to net shape with subsequent sintering is very important for 
the automotive industry and similar industries with production of metal components in large quanti
ties. The development of products and tools for the pressing of the products is a very time consum
ing and costly process. It is of great importance for the industry to be able to predict the result of the 
pressing operation with respect to the powder flow and final density distribution. With this knowl
edge the time and cost for product development, tool manufacturing and tool testing can be signifi
cantly reduced. In this work a set of methods used for analyses of the pressing process are 
presented. The methods used are based on an explicit finite element formulation with arbitrary 
Lagrangian Eulerian formulation. The material model used is a cap-plasticity model. The contact 
constraint are imposed with a method based on explicit integration of the contact interface equa
tions in order to determine the contact forces. The contact algorithm includes a non-linear friction 
model with parameters based on experimental observations. An analysis of a pressed component is 
presented and compared with experimental results. 

1 Introduction 

The design of the pressing tools and the definition of the pressing cycle are normally 
very time consuming processes. A large number of tests with different pressing 
tools and loading processes are normally needed in the design process of a new met
al powder product. Numerical simulations of the pressing process are required to re
duce the need for this expensive and time consuming experimental design. The need 
for accurate predictions of the powder pressing process has been accentuated by 
representatives of metal powder industry. However, the basic formulations and al
gorithms for such predictions are available and presented in the literature. Model
ling and analysis of metal powder pressing has been presented by a number of 
researchers. Implicit, quasi-static finite element (FE) formulations has been used, 
see e.g. (Hehenberger et al. 1984), (Brown and Weber 1988) and (Riedel and Sun 
1992). Later explicit analysis of the pressing has been shown to work with less com
plications and with shorter calculation times, see e.g. (Häggblad and Oldenburg 
1994). Since most of the obstacles concerning FE-formulations, contact and friction 
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algorithms and material modelhng have been overcome, the present research is fo
cused on development of models covering all important aspects of the process, e.g. 
powder filling characteristics, filling density distribution, non-linear friction effects 
and material characteristics. The importance of describing all powder characteris
tics as dependent of type of base powder as well as type and amount of lubricant is 
recognised. The process is also dependent of temperature of tool and powder, press
ing speed and tool wall characteristics. 

2 Modelling of powder pressing 

Before the actual pressing takes place the powder is loaded into the die cavity. The 
initial conditions for the pressing process is much controlled by the filhng of the die. 
Variation in initial density is usually caused by narrow passages in the part shape. 
The initial density variation should be considered when searching for increased ac
curacy in numerical simulations of powder pressing. Input data for modelling the 
initial density variation can be based on filling experiments, where powder is filled 
into cavities of different shape. Characteristics such as dimensions and orientation 
of the cavity with respect to the feed shoe motion are important. 

The powder pressing problem is highly non-linear due to the non-linear material 
model, large deformations and strains, as well as contact areas with large sliding dis
placements and friction. In order to solve this type of problem numerically, very 
small time or load steps are demanded for. This is to a large extent caused by the 
effects of sliding contact and friction. Since small time steps are needed, explicit in
tegration of the equation of motion is an alternative to implicit methods for quasi-
static analysis of powder pressing. 

The global behaviour of the cold pressing process of iron powder is dependent on 
the material response in the powder as well as the friction effects in the contact be
tween the powder and the tool walls. In order to obtain results that can be compared 
with laboratory tests, there is need for material testing that covers both the internal 
behaviour of the powder and the wall friction using the same powder and lubricant 
mixture. In this work, analyses of powder compaction are based on recent tests of 
friction behaviour and material responses as well as developments concerning fric
tion modelling and material modelhng, see Figure 1. 

Material characterization is carried out by triaxial tests on the powder lubricant mix
ture (Pavier and Dorémus 1997). The triaxial test is performed in an axisymmetric 
test cell. The axial and radial stresses imposed on the specimen are controlled and 
the corresponding response in deformation is measured. The response is measured 
for several load paths. In this work, the friction between the powder and the tool 
walls is characterized experimentally by using a tribological approach (Lindholm et 
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al. 1996). A commercial test rig designed for tribological measurements has been 
used for the powder-wall friction experiment. Results from the friction experiment 
have been used to develop a friction model. 

PROCESS MODELLING 

Figure 1. Aspects of numerical simulation of the metal powder pressing process. 

3 Numerical procedures 

3.1 Finite element formulation 

In the updated Lagrangian formulation for large deformation analyses, the quanti
ties involved in the continuum mechanics equations are defined with reference to the 
last equilibrium configuration. For explicit integration of the equations of motion, 
equilibrium is considered at time t, the current configuration. The discrete system of 
equations can be written as 
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Mtü = tP-tF + tF (1) ~ - - c 

where M is the mass matrix, tU is the acceleration vector, tP is the external load 
vector, F is the internal load vector and F is the nodal contact force vector. Equa
tion (1) is a collection of ordinary differential equations in the time dimension. I f 
M is a diagonal matrix these equations are uncoupled, under the conditions that the 
treatment of the contact conditions results in uncoupled equations. The equations of 
motion can be integrated with use of central differences. The discrete states in time 
is denoted t0, t h tn_j,tn,.... The equations for the displacements at time tn+1 are 

t n + lu = "u + 2u + (AtnfM ~yp - F + nFc) (2) 

where Atn is the time-step. In equation (2), the contact forces, "Fc, at time tn are the 
only unknowns on the right-hand side. 

3.2 Contact constraint method 

In the powder pressing analyses, the powder material and the different tool parts are 
treated as separate bodies in the finite element model. The contact relations between 
the tool parts and between the tool parts and the powder are formulated in the dis
crete model, resulting in a set of contact nodes and contact segments. The impene
trability condition is imposed between the contact nodes and the contact segments. 
The method used for imposing contact constraints is described in (Oldenburg and 
Häggblad 1992) and is summarized below. 

In order to obtain a node to node contact situation, an imaginary node is constructed 
called a defence node, which is used to establish the contact forces at the point of 
contact. The equations of motion of the contact interface is integrated with explicit 
integration and by taking the impenetrability condition into account, the contact 
forces can be established. This procedure is described in (Oldenburg and Häggblad 
1992) as direct integration of the contact interface. The obtained contact forces are 
then used in equation (2). The method can be considered as equivalent to the La
grange multiplier method for the exphcit finite element formulation. The relations 
for the definition of the defence node are presented below. The displacement, veloc
ity and acceleration of the defence node are the values at the point of contact, ob
tained by interpolation using element shape functions. 
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In equation (3), m ;., are the contributions to the mass of the defence node from each 
contact segment node, Mi and M are the lumped masses of the contact segment 
nodes and the defence node, F • and F are the normal or the tangential forces acting 
on the contact segment nodes and the defence node and, Ni and A^are the element 
shape functions. Based on equation (2) and the impenetrability condition, the 
contact normal force is established, resulting in 

^ 1 ^ M ( 1 W < 2 V ( M ( 1 )

 + M ( 2 » J ( ' ^ y 2 ) - S « W 1 ) - ' g „ / ( A ( „ f ) ( 4 ) 

where the right superscript (1) refers to the contact node and the right superscript 
(2) refers to the defence node and 

"gn is the gap at time t and a = 1, 2 denotes the contact node and the defence 
node respectively. 

Friction is implemented in the algorithm by considering tangential forces at the 
contact interface. The tangential force required to obtaining a stick situation is 
established by considering the gap in the tangential direction to be equal to zero. 
Thus, 

V J 1 ^ M ( 1 W ( 2 V ( M ( 1 ^ M ( 2 ) ) ] ( ^ W 2 ) - ^ 1 W 1 ) ) (6) 

where 

S (

f

a ) = r a / 0 0 / ( A g f ~ y , a )

+ V f

a l V f

( a ) (7) 
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I f the tangential force is less than allowed by the friction law, a stick situation wil l 
occur. On the other hand, i f the required forces are larger than allowed by the 
friction law, the force is reduced to the allowed level. With reduced tangential 
forces, sliding wil l occur during the following time step. This implies that the stick-
slip conditions can be satisfied exactly. 

3.3 Friction model 

In the numerical computations performed here the powder-wall friction is modelled 
from tribological characterization of the powder and lubricant mixture. Relative dis
placement between powder and tool wall is governed by a non-associative slip rule. 
The tangential traction force on the wall is determined from the normal force o on 
the tool wall by a friction law, 

T = \ic (8) 

where | i can be a function of powder state variables, lubricant state variables or con
tact surface parameters. The state variables considered here is the powder density 
and relative sliding velocity at the tool wall. The friction coefficient is modelled as 

M = M 1 + / p / v ) (9) 

where [LB is a base friction coefficient and f p and f v are dimensionless functions 
which describe the dependency of density ana velocity respectively. Equation (9) is 
fitted to experimental data from the previously described friction measurements 
(Wikman et al. 1997). 

3.4 Material model 

The material behaviour is described by a compressible plasticity model according 
to the DiMaggio and Sandler model (DiMaggio and Sandler 1971). The model con
sists of a strain hardening elliptical cap and a perfectly plastic shear failure envelope 
as depicted in Figure 2. Some modifications have been made to the model in order 
to better describe metal powder compaction (Häggblad 1991) (Oldenburg et al. 
1996). The hardening law is modified to describe the hardening of metal powders. 
The initial variation in density of the powder is modelled by adjusting the initial po
sition of the hardening cap. Element density is initiahzed as a function of element 
location in the model geometry. 

The model contain 14 parameters which need to be determined. This is done by least 
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square fitting of calculated and experimentally measured stresses and strains. The 
final parameters are determined by a Newton-like optimization procedure 
(Oldenburg and Häggblad 1994). 

3.5 Mesh distortion 

The combination of complicated shape and the large deformations associated with 
the compaction process causes mesh distortions. The computational accuracy must 
be improved with mesh adaptation in the conventional Lagrangian finite element 
method. However, in this work a mixed kinematic description for large deformation 
has been used to avoid mesh distortion. An arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) 
technique allow powder material to move relative to the element mesh. The tech
nique can be regarded as automatic rezoning since criteria on mesh shape and size 
controls the mesh during the computation. The implementation in DYNA2D 
(Whirley and Engelmann 1992) is a Simple ALE formulation (Benson 1989). This 
means that boundary nodes follow the Lagrange description and each finite element 
is assumed to contain only one material. The ALE approach has shown to minimize 
mesh distortion in pressing simulations which can be seen in the example presented 
in Figure 5. 

4 Simulation of the die pressing of a pulley 

The pressing of a pulley, see Figure 3, is performed using three punches, an upper 
punch, a lower inner punch and a lower outer punch. The tooling consists also of a 

i 

Figure 2. The cap plasticity model. 
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movable die and a core rod. The pressing performed in a instrumented press is de
scribed by Kergadallan et al. (1997). The powder used in the pressing experiment as 
well as in the powder characterization tests is supplied by Höganäs AB and consists 
of Distaloy AE with 1% Hoechst wax. The last component is admixed as internal 
lubricant. 

The die pressing simulation is performed using an explicit FE formulation with 
ALE, a direct integration of the equations of the contact constraint involving a non
linear friction model and a cap model as material model. See Oldenburg et al. (1996) 
for used material and friction parameters. The filling of the die is taken into account 
assuming initial density distribution according to Kergadallan et al. (1997). The in
itial density distribution is shown in Figure 6. The relative density at the bottom of 
the rim is 43.8% and 47.9% at the hub (100% corresponds to 7.33 g/cm3). The den
sity field is continuous, assuming a cubic increase from the bottom of the rim to the 
top of the rim. The kinematic conditions is described in Figure 4. 
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Figure 3. The final dimensions of the pulley and the density measurement regions. 

Table 1. Measured densities (Kergadallan et al. 1997) 

Region Relative density (%) 

a 95.6 

b 96.5 

c 96.7 

d 94.1 

e 94.0 

The finite element mesh of initial and final state is shown in Figure 5. The measured 
final densities are obtained from Kergadallan et al. (1997). Figure 3 includes 
description of the regions where the mean densities have been evaluated. The 
measured values are summarized in Table 1 above. Results of the final relative 
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density distribution obtained in the analysis is shown in Figure 6. 

Figure 4. The kinematics of the tools. 

5 Discussion and conclusions 

In order to analyse metal powder pressing, many aspects of the industrial process 
need to be taken into account. In this work, a specific powder mixture has been used 
in the material characterization. Using this powder, filling experiments, triaxial ma
terial testing, friction tests as well as component pressing experiments have been 
performed by different research groups. The conditions of the pressing experiments 
are followed as closely as possible when defining the initial conditions and the proc
ess kinematics. Special consideration is put into the specification of the initial den
sity distribution. The initial density and the tool movements during the pressing 
cycle are very important input parameters in the analysis model. Simulations of the 
pressing experiment shows that the results are very sensitive to the specification of 
the initial density as well as a correct definition of the tool movements during the 
pressing operation. The important factors for obtaining accurate results are the anal
ysis methods, material and friction modelling as well as accurate process specifica
tions. 
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Initial state Final state 

Figure 5. The FE-mesh, initial and final state. 

a = 0.4425 
b = 0.4471 
c = 0.4516 
d = 0.4561 
e = 0.4607 
f = 0.4652 
9 = 0.4698 
h = 0.4743 

Figure 6. The relative density distribution, initial and final state. 
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Abstract 

The global behaviour of the cold pressing process of iron powder is dependent on the process 
kinematics, material response in the powder as well as the friction effects in the contact between the 
powder and the tool walls. The analysis of powder pressing requires accurate material models of the 
various powder mixes that are used. The modelling is dependent on triaxial compression tests for the 
material model and friction tests for the nonlinear friction model. The modelling parameters have 
been determined in international cooperation within the COST 512 and MMPF (Modelling of Metal 
Powder Forming) research programs. Component pressing with varying kinematic conditions have 
been performed by the Sintertech company. In this work, a set of process and model parameters have 
been established for numerical simulations of powder pressing process. 

1 Introduction 

The modelling of the iron powder pressing process for numerical simulations is 
developed in a direction where more phenomena and process factors are added in 
the modelhng in order to fully understand the complete procedure. Factors like a 
non-linear friction model based on powder state variables and process kinematics 
and uneven initial f i l l density distribution are added into the process model. There 
is also a continuous development of the material models for powder compaction. In 
order to determine all parameters for the powder pressing models and to verify 
numerical simulations, a number of different experimental investigations are 
needed. In this work, input data experimental results derived from cooperation 
within different research programmes are compiled and implemented into 
numerical simulations. This is a first step towards a more complete model of the 
powder pressing process. The analyses are used for evaluation of the influence of 
kinematic conditions and initial density distribution on the pressing results. 
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2 Modelling 

The forces resisting the punch motion during the compaction process are strongly 
influenced by wall friction between powder and tool, internal friction of the powder 
and deformation of powder and tool. In predictive pressing computations it is 
essential to include both a material model and a friction model that combined can 
describe the real situation. The approach presented here is based on the theory of 
soil plasticity combined with an sliding contact friction model. 

2.1 Constitutive model 

The material model used was originally developed by DiMaggio and Sandler [1] for 
numerical analysis of soils. It is a plasticity model based on incremental theory with 
a composite yield surface. The yield function consists of a perfectly plastic failure 
envelope fitted to a strain hardening cap in principal stress space, see Figure 1. Here 
the original model has been modified for use in pressing analysis of metal powders, 
see Ref. [2]. The chief modification in previous work has been concentrated to the 
strain hardening behaviour. 

Drucker-Prager 
line 

von Mises line 

Cap/ 

f 7 

Failure 
envelope f1 

Ii 

Figure 1. Composite yield surface of the Dimaggio-Sandler cap model. 

Plastic deformation follows an associative flow rule where the yield functions are 
described by 

f 1 ( I 1 , J 2 ) = ^ - [ a - y e x p C ß / ^ - e / j ] = 0 (1) 

f 2 ( I v J2, K) = JT2- I J i X - L f - i l ^ - L ) 2 = 0 (2) 
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where 7i is the first invariant of the stress tensor and J2 is the second invariant of the 
stress deviation tensor. The value X indicates the intersection between cap function 
and the hydrostatic axis. The intersection between the two yield surfaces is labelled 
L. The parameter K is an internal state variable which measures the hardening as an 
implicit function of volumetric plastic strain. Furthermore, R denote the ratio 
between the major and minor axis of the elliptically shaped cap and a, ß, y and 9 are 
material dependent coefficients. Experience from previous analyses show that the 
cap model tend to give the powder too high shear strength at low pressures. A 
porosity dependent value of the cohesion has been used here. Equation (1) is 
slightly modified to 

f l ( I v J 2 ) = / / r 2 - [ a - ( l + J p ) Y e x p ( ß / 1 ) - e / 1 ] = 0 (3) 

where p is the porosity, i.e. p = 0.0 for highest obtainable density by compaction. 
The elastic response, for stress states inside the boundaries of the yield surface, is 
nonlinear elastic. In order to model variations in start density, the initial value of X 
and hence initial volumetric plastic strain is assigned with respect to geometric 
location of elements in the FE-model. In this way the yield limit for volumetric 
plastic deformation could be varied in the FE-model from element to element 
depending on how they are initialized. Finally, the constitutive parameters are fitted 
to match experimental data by use of an optimization method, see Ref. [3]. 

Variable initial density distribution is taken into account by preprocessing initial 
position of the cap, X and L values, by assuming isostatic compression to the given 
density for each element. 

2.2 Friction model 

The friction model used is based on measurements of powder friction according to 
Ref. [4]. From the measurements it is obvious that the friction coefficient at the 
contact between the powder mass and the die walls is not constant for a lubricated 
iron powder during pressing. The friction coefficient is here given as function of 
powder density, p, as 

T = Li(p)a where n(p) = m,( l+/ p ) (4) 

where \iB is a base friction constant and the expression for function f p is suggested 
in Ref. [5]. The dependency of sliding velocity has also been discussed but it is 
somewhat uncertain because of the difficulty to measure friction as function of 
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velocity at really low sliding velocities and different densities with methods at hand. 
Details about the numerical procedures and the contact problem with friction is 
given in Ref. [6]. 

3 Numerical simulations 

The pressing of a pulley, see Figure 2, is performed using three punches, an upper 
punch, a lower inner punch and a lower outer punch. The tooling consists also of a 
movable die and a core rod. The pressing performed with five pressing kinematics 
in a instrumented press is described by Kergadallan et al., [7]. The powder used in 
the pressing experiment as well as in the powder characterization tests is supplied 
by Höganäs AB and consists of Distaloy AE with 1% Hoechst wax. The last 
component is admixed as internal lubricant. Two of the five pressing kinematics is 
simulated here, Part 9 and Part 30. 

A modified version of the FE code DYNA2D is used [8]. The code has explicit time 
integration using four node quadrilateral elements with one-point integration. Zero 
energy deformation modes are prevented by means of artificial viscosity damping. 
The code is modified with a contact algorithm [9], the cap model and friction model 
discussed previously, and routines to take a variable filling density into account. A 
mixed kinematic description for large deformation has been used to avoid mesh 
distortion. An arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) technique allow powder 
material to move relative to the element mesh. The time step size is limited 
according to the Courant stability criteria. However, the time step size is enlarged 
by artificially increasing the density of the model materials. This must be used with 
caution as undesired dynamic effects become more pronounced with increasing 
density which hmits the enlargement of the time step. 
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Figure 2. The FE-mesh and process kinematics. 

The initial mean density according to Ref. [7] is used. Due to uncertainties 
regarding the distribution of the initial density three different distributions are 
assumed. One with homogeneous density, one with significantly lower density in 
the rim as proposed in Ref. [7] and one assuming an initial density distribution as 
mean values of the first two. The density field is continuous, with a cubical increase 
from the bottom of the rim to the top of the rim and homogeneous in the hub, in 
Figure 3 the initial density for Part 30 proposed in Ref. [7] is shown as example. 
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Relative density 

a = 0.4425 
b = 0.4471 
c = 0.4516 
d = 0.4561 
e = 0.4607 
f = 0.4652 
g = 0.4698 
h = 0.4743 

Figure 3. Initial relative density distribution for Part 30 with 3.21 g/cc in the rim and 3.51 g/cc in the 
hub and a cubical increase from bottom to the top of the rim (density of dense material is 7.33 g/cc). 

In Figure 4 the density distributions at the final state are shown for Part 9 and Part 
30. The measured relative density distributions and the initial and final dimensions 
are shown in Figure 5. The influence of initial density distribution on the final 
density distribution is shown in Figure 4a to 4c and Figure 4d to 4f. Both Part 9 and 
Part 30 show a significant dependency on the starting conditions. Comparing the 
calculated density distribution with the measured in Figure 5 indicates that the 
initial density distribution is close to homogeneous (conditions as between Figure 
4a and b for Part 9 and Figure 4d and 4e for Part 30). The aim of the kinematics of 
Part 9 is to obtain a higher density at the hub than at the rim, this is also clearly seen 
in the calculations. 

In pressing of Part 9 Kergadallan et al., [7], observed a comma shaped crack at the 
junction between the rim and hub, from the corner towards the inner radius. It was 
caused by unsuitable compression schedule. A drop of density could be seen in this 
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area in Figure 4a and 4b. Examination of the numerical results show that 
concentrated dilatation is developed during the compression. See Figure 6 where a 
concentrated drop of volumetric strain is recognised at 0.9 seconds of the 1.11 
seconds long compaction phase of the pressing cycle (the calculation resulting in 
Figure 6 is the same as in Figure 4b). The dilatation is developed during a phase of 
the compaction when the rim is pressed into the hub creating large shearing forces 
near the corner. 

4 Conclusions 

The importance to take into account the filling density distribution is concluded. 
The prediction of the density distribution showed good agreement with the 
measurements done. Accurate simulations of industrial powder pressing (including 
unloading and ejection) is demonstrated. 

Part 9 

Part 30 

relative density 

0.98 

0.97 

0.96 

0.95 

0.94 

0.93 

0.92 

0.91 

0.90 

Figure 4. Part 9 and 30. Distribution of relative density after ejection for three different initial density 
distribution, a) Part 9 with homogeneous density distribution of 3.47 g/cc, b) Part 9 with 3.24 g/cc 
in the rim and 3.525 g/cc in the hub, c) Part 9 with 3.01 g/cc in the rim and 3.58 g/cc in the hub, d) 
Part 30 with homogeneous density distribution of 3.47 g/cc, e) Part 30 with 3.34 g/cc in the rim and 
3.49 g/cc in the hub, f) Part 30 with 3.21 g/cc in the rim and 3.51 g/cc in the hub. 
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Part 9 Part 30 

<t>78 

, , 
a b c 

29 
JL 

68 e 

Region Relative density [%] 

a 95.1 95.6 

b 95.8 96.5 

c 96.0 96.7 

d 93.2 94.1 

e 92.5 94.0 

Size [mm] 
x-init 28.45 27.48 
x-final 12.59 12.80 

y-init 26.29 27.23 

y-fmal 13.44 13.56 

Figure 5. The initial and final dimensions of the pulley and the measured density distribution, [7], 
100% corresponds to 7.33 g/cc. 

Volumetric strain in(VTVo) 

0.401 

Figure 6. Part 9 with initial density of 3.24 g/cc in the rim and 3.525 g/cc in the hub (as Figure 4b). 
Volumetric strain during compaction showing concentrated dilatation, time-0.9 sec. 
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Abstract 

Forming of Powder Metallurgy (PM) components through powder pressing is a process which is in
fluenced by the friction between the powder and the tool walls. For good performance of the pressing 
process it is of great interest to understand and estimate the effects of powder-wall friction. However, 
quantification of the friction coefficient between the powder and the tool is a delicate task. Local 
contact conditions such as contact stress must be measured or otherwise estimated in order to eval
uate the coefficient of friction. Here, the friction coefficient is estimated by combining an experiment 
with modelling of the experiment. Two methods for assessment of friction is presented, an optimi
zation approach using finite element analyses and an analytical approach. Experimental data are tak
en from the single-action cold pressing of a cylinder shaped component. 

List of symbols 

/ force 

P pressure 

q von Mises stress 

Q cross section area 

H coefficient of friction 
M envelope surface of a cyhnder 
h height of the compact 
k pressure transmission coefficient 
C total circumference 

h first stress tensor invariant 

h second deviator stress invariant 
a, ß, Y, 0, R material parameters 
K,v elastic bulk modulus and Poisson's ratio 
V porosity 

fl failure envelope function 

f l strain-hardening cap function 
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X, L 
x 
G 

F 
f 

£ 

£ i j 

hardening law parameters 
shear stress 
normal stress 
cost function 
difference vector 
strain 
strain tensor 
strain deviator tensor 
stress tensor 
Kronecker's delta 

Subscripts 

u 
1 
M-
a, z 
r 
v 

upper 
lower 
friction 
axial 
radial 
volumetric 
tensor index 

Superscripts 

p plastic 

1 Introduction 

Friction between the powder and the tool is known to impede the optimum densifi
cation during pressing of powder components. Generally, friction plays an impor
tant role in the understanding and analysis of the powder forming process. Many of 
the final properties of the manufactured PM components have shown to be strongly 
dependent of wall friction [1]. Solid state lubricants are normally admixed to the 
base powder in order to reduce the undesired effects of friction. The arrangement of 
the powder particles change substantially during pressing, from granular to solid be
haviour. Because of this transition, the definition of wall friction is not apparent at 
every step of the compaction. When the powder is loose it is assumed that sliding 
wil l occur not only at the wall but also between powder particles in a layer close to 
the wall due to low shear strength of the powder mass. However, as the density in
creases this layer wi l l shrink and eventually disappear. Quantification of the wall 
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friction evolution over the whole density range is delicate and closely connected to 
the material behaviour. It is not straightforward to realise experimentally the condi
tions at the contact interface. Various experimental approaches for the determina
tion of the wall friction coefficient have been reported [2-4]. The advantage of using 
a die pressing experiment when studying friction effects is that it best resembles the 
apphcations of interest. Such experiments contain the complex combination of si
multaneous deformation and sliding. Estimation of the wall friction coefficient from 
a die pressing experiment is a problem of measuring local contact stress. Stresses at 
the contact zone are usually not directly accessible from the measurements. The 
measurement of these quantities from a traditional die pressing experiment calls for 
a combination of measurement and modelling. Additionally, in the numerical sim
ulations of powder pressing, wall friction has shown to be an important parameter 
[5,6]. The aim of the present work is to identify the wall friction coefficient for a 
powder mix through a simplistic experiment. Two methods of estimating the pow
der-wall friction coefficient from the experiment wil l be presented, which are based 
on two different modelhng approaches. 

2 Experimental procedure 

The friction test is performed by using a device called the High-pressure Apparatus, 
which is illustrated in Figure 1. This apparatus is similar to a commercial powder 
press for the forming of PM components. The powder mixture is compacted be
tween two punches of diameter 10 mm, which are made of high-speed steel. The die 
has an inner diameter of 10 mm, the height is 50 mm and the clearance between the 
punches and the die wall is 3 |im. The die is an assembly of two concentric cylin
ders. The outermost cylinder is made of steel and has an exterior diameter of 180 
mm, while the inner cylinder made of tungsten carbide has an exterior diameter of 
33 mm. The two cylinders are shrink fitted to each other. The compaction can be 
interrupted at a desired mean density and the die can be moved up and down relative 
to the two punches with a speed of up to 10 mm/s using a mechanical driving sys
tem. A hydraulic jack is used to apply pressure on the upper punch and to lif t the 
upper punch after pressing. A constant final pressure is provided through a valve 
system with an oil accumulator. A more detailed description of this apparatus is giv
en in Ref. [7,8]. 

The upper punch movement is recorded by a Linear Variable Distance Transducer 
(LVDT) and the hydraulic pressure in the system is measured with an electronic 
pressure sensor. The lower punch load is recorded by a load cell placed below the 
punch. A l l measurements are made continuously during the compaction. The re-
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corded data from the experiment are the upper and lower punch pressure. By com
paring the upper and lower punch pressure the resisting force due to wall friction 
can be determined. 

i 

Brass 
bushing 

Steel 
column 

Hydralic 
jack 

M30 

Upper steel 
plate 

Upper punch 

Thin steel plate 

Die 

pressurized volume 

Lower punch 

Force sensor 

Lower steel 
plate 

Driving system 

Figure 1. Schematic drawing of the High-pressure Apparatus used for the powder compaction. 

3 Modelling 

The pressing process is analysed by two different approaches: using an analytical 
model and by the finite element method. The formulation of the analytical model 
and the basic components of the finite element analysis wil l be presented herein. 

3.1 Analytical modelling 

The effect of friction during the pressing of a cylinder shaped component has been 
investigated by many authors. Analytical models for the compaction process have 
been used [2,9] successfully to calculate the friction forces. In principal, the basis 
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of the model has been force equilibrium for a slice of the powder at depth z from the 
upper punch surface, see Figure 2. It is assumed that at a certain instant of time a 
constant force f u is applied in the axial direction on the upper punch. The cross sec
tion area of the cylinder equals the upper punch surface area Q. 

QPu =fu 

QPa(z)=f(z) 

dfu 

T t t 

Tifrr 

t Pr(z) 

QPa(z + dz)=f(z) + df 

QPl=fl 

Figure 2. Free-body diagram of the powder slice. 

Accordingly, the applied pressure on the upper punch is pu =fu/Q. The actual den
sification force/in the powder at the distance z from the upper punch is, 

f ( z ) = f u - f y x (1) 

where is the force reduction due to wall friction. The local variation of the den
sification force in the axial direction is, 

d f ( z ) = -#u 

The friction force is proportional to the radial pressure pr such as, 

d f ( z ) = -\iPr(z)dM 

(2). 

(3) 

where M is the envelope surface of the cylinder. Further, the ratio between radial 
and axial pressure, p r / p a, is assumed to be k which gives, 

df (z) = -\i kf(z)dM/Q = -[Lkf(z)Cdz/Q (4) 
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where C is the total circumference of the cyhnder at z. This equation is integrated 
with /(0) = f u as a boundary condition. The closed form expression for the lower 
punch force/; is obtained as, 

f l = f u e ^ C h ) / Q ( 5 ) 

which can be used for the evaluation of \ik by using experimental values of the up
per and lower punch forces. In this model the material response is accounted for in 
k. The radial pressure transmission coefficient k wi l l vary during the densification 
of the powder which wil l be seen later. 

3.2 Finite element modelling 

The numerical analyses of the pressing experiment are carried out with the explicit 
non-linear finite element program DYNA2D [10]. A phenomenological description 
of the material behaviour is applied based on the mathematical theory of plasticity 
[11]. An associative rate independent two invariant cap model [12] describes the 
plastic response of the powder. This material model is hereafter referred to as the 
cap model. The following modified yield functions have been used, 

f l ( I l , J 2 ) = ^ - [ a - ( l + y ) y e x p ( ß / 1 ) - e / 1 ] = 0 (6) 

f 2 ( I v J 2 ) = J ^ - ^ J i X - L f - i ^ - L ) 2 = 0 (7) 

where 7j is the first stress tensor invariant, J2 is the second invariant of the devia
toric stress tensor, and a, ß, y and 9 are material parameters. The failure envelope 
is also dependent of the powder porosity, V = [0, 1] where V= 0 when the material 
is solid. The strain hardening cap is described b y / 2 in which L is the value of / j at 
the intersection of the cap with the failure surface and X is the point of intersection 
of the cap with the 7 raxis. The intersection point X is a function of the volumetric 
plastic strain zP

v . The ratio R defines the shape of the elliptical cap in the Ix - JT2 -
plane. 

Furthermore, the elastic response is assumed to be non-linear. The bulk modulus K 
is given as a function of the volumetric plastic strain while Poisson's ratio v is as
sumed to be constant. Material parameters have been estimated based on triaxial test 
results [13] by means of optimization. The procedures of the parameter estimation 
is described in Ref. [14]. The frictional shear stress T at the contact interface is com
puted according to Coulomb's friction law, 
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X = | I O (8) 

where LI is the friction coefficient and a is the normal pressure. The friction coeffi
cient could in a general case be a function of some relevant state variables of the 
powder, such as density or velocity, but is here assumed to be constant. More about 
the modelling techniques which are used for the contact problem can be found in 
Ref. [15]. 

4 Methods for the assessment of friction 

The friction coefficient at the powder-wall interface can not be determined directly 
from the experiment used here. This is because the radial pressure is not measured 
during pressing. Two different methods have been used to estimate the coefficient 
of friction from the available data. The first method that is used is the identification 
of the friction coefficient through an optimization approach. The second method is 
based on the previously described analytical model in combination with the cap 
model. 

4.1 An optimization approach 

The finite element method is used to simulate the die pressing experiment. A model 
of the powder and the tools is created where the boundary conditions correspond to 
the real pressing situation. The punch motion is given by prescribed velocity of the 
upper punch. The force response due to punch motion is computed as a function of 
the compact height. By comparing the measured force response with the numerical
ly predicted force, the best matching friction coefficient can be determined. Com
parison of the measured and the computed data has been carried out in a least-square 
sense. The usage of the least-squares method is justified based on the fact that the 
method has been applied with success for a broad class of similar estimation prob
lems [16]. Basically the least-squares method incorporate minimisation of the fol
lowing quadratic cost function, 

F(\L) = |f T(LL)f(LL) (9) 

where f is a m-dimensional vector. This vector contains the difference between the 
measured and the computed force response at m locations of the upper punch. The 
parameter to be determined is the friction coefficient u.. Guided by the descending 
value of the cost function, the optimal friction coefficient is found. Hence, an opti
mization routine is used to successively improve the value of (i according to the 
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least-square scheme until the convergence criteria are satisfied. The minimisation 
algorithm used here is a modified simplex method also known as the subplex meth
od [17]. 

4.2 An analytical approach 

The product \ik can be determined from the experiment through Equation (5) such 

as, 

Q 
ilk = g - [ l n ( / J - l n ( / z ) ] (10) 

where k is the radial to axial pressure ratio which is a material and geometry depend
ent parameter. The upper and lower punch forces are provided from the experiment 
as a function of the compact height. The compact height scales linearly with mean 
density of the powder in the die. Thus, \lk is obtained as function of mean density 
of the powder. The friction coefficient can be computed from Equation (10), i f the 
radial pressure transmission coefficient k is known. Since the radial pressure is not 
available directly from the die pressing experiment, a model has to be adopted. A 
purely elastic cylindrical body which is loaded axially and constrained to expand in 
the radial direction gives, 

k = 
1 - v (11) 

according to Hooke's law, where v is Poisson's ratio. The elastic deformation is 
generally much smaller compared to the plastic deformation in the powder during 
pressing. Therefore, k is determined analytically by means of the cap model, how
ever, excluding the elastic part. Assuming ideal die pressing conditions, the stress 
state can be considered as cylindrical with the following stress and strain tensors, 

cz 0 0 

0 cr 0 

0 0 a, 

and 
ez0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

(12a,b) 

where we have strain only in the pressing direction. Mean pressure and deviatoric 
stress in the powder can be written as, 

• - h -
i 

( G 7 + 2o-) (13) 
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The radial pressure transmission coefficient relates to the mean pressure and devi
atoric stress like, 

k = ^r = p / g - 1 / 3 

Gz p / q + 2/3 k ; 

which has been achieved from equations (13) and (14). Likewise, the plastic strain 
increment is separated into a volumetric part and a deviatoric part such as, 

dev = dez + 2der = dez (16) 

d e i j = d ^ i j - \ d ^ v h = \ d % ( 1 7 ) 

where 8-̂  is Kronecker's delta. The application of the normality rule for plastic flow 
[11] to this load case gives, 

% - " I <18> 

which can be employed together with the cap yield function, Equation (7), to form 
an expression for k such as, 

k = 1 - 1 8 ( X ~ L ) (19) 
X 

where 

X = LR J12+ R2 + R2(X - L) + 12(X - L) (20). 

The relation between X and L is given by setting equations (6) and (7) equal. 
Through this approximation of k, the coefficient of friction can be determined from 
the available experimental data through Equation (10). 

5 Results 

The die compaction experiments have been performed with the High-pressure 
Apparatus. The obtained data are the punch forces as a function of the compact 
height. A constant value of the coefficient of friction is estimated by means of an 
optimization approach by using finite element analysis. The density dependence of 
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the friction coefficient is examined by an analytical approach. 

5.1 Experimental results 

Water atomized steel powder, Höganäs Distaloy AE 100.29, has been used as base 
powder for the experiment. The composition of the powder mix is 1.0% Hoecht wax 
and 0.5% C where the content is given in percent of weight. This powder mix has 
been premixed by Höganäs AB for specific use in experimental characterizations 
[18]. The base powder has an approximate particle size range of 20 - 180 |im and 
an apparent density of 3.04 g/cm . Initially, the tool was cleaned with acetone to 
eliminate the influence of prior pressing. Five samples were pressed in order to 
lubricate the die wall and to calibrate the gauges before the measurements started. 
The maximum applied pressure was 450 MPa which resulted in a corresponding 
compression from a f i l l height of 41.1 mm to a final height of 17.7 mm. The weight 
of the powder charged into the die was 9.68 g, which gave an initial mean density 
of 3.0 g/cm3. The theoretical maximum density obtainable through pressing is 7.33 
g/cm3. This means that the initial mean density was 40.9% of the maximum 
obtainable and that the final mean density was 94.9% of the maximum. Figure 3 
shows the obtained upper and lower punch forces during pressing. The experiment 
was repeated three times with only small deviations in the results. 
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5.2 Constant coefficient of friction 

The finite element method is used to numerically model the experiment. A constant 
friction coefficient is assumed for the analyses and the magnitude of the coefficient 
is determined through an optimization method. The finite element model used for 
the simulation of the die pressing experiment contains 174 axisymmetric four node 
quadrilateral elements, see Figure 4. The plastic response of the powder is defined 
by the previously described cap model and the parameters are given in Table 1. The 
die wall and the punches are considered as linear elastic with a Young's modulus 
and Poisson's ratio corresponding to tungsten carbide and high-speed steel, 
respectively. 

Table 1: Constitutive parameters for the current powder mix. 

Parameter Value Condition 

a 175.0 MPa None 

ß 2.128e-4(MPa)"1 None 

y 1.020e8 None 

e 6.600e-6 None 

R 2.228 None 

4.817e-l[exp(1.856e-9 X ) - 1] None 

K(X) 16.96+ LSOQexpClS^Krøl) MPa 

18.47 MPa 

0.33 

If Ix <0 

Otherwise 

None 

The upper punch load computed by the finite element method is fitted to the 
measured load from the experiment. In the least-squares estimation have 20 
experimental values been used to define the cost function. In Figure 5 is the 
computed punch force shown together with the experimental data. The initial guess, 
| l = 0.08, shows the sensitivity with respect to the friction coefficient. 
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Figure 4. Finite element model of the cylinder, the initial geometry is illustrated with dots. 
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The friction coefficient which corresponds to the best f i t equals 0.14. It can be seen 
in Figure 5 that the punch load at the end of the pressing is predicted higher by the 
computation compared with the measured force. 

The coefficient of friction should be lower at the end in order to match the final 
punch load. This implies that the magnitude of the total wall friction force varies 
through the pressing process. Moreover, the optimization routine required 17 
iterations to find the minimum of the cost function, see Figure 6. Different initial 
guesses of the friction coefficient have been examined and the solution converged 
to the same optimum value. 

0.2 

0.15 

=L 0.1 

0.05 

0 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 

Function evaluation index 

Figure 6. Convergence of the optimization from the initial guess; u. = 0.08. 

5.3 Density dependent coefficient of friction 

Experimental studies of powder-wall friction show that the value of the friction co
efficient is not constant during the die pressing process [2-4,19]. I f Equation (10) is 
apphed to the measurement data in Figure 3, the variation in \ik is revealed. Note 
that the variation is highest at low densities, see Figure 7. Observe also the large al
terations in the measurement data which appear at low densities. 

However, by smoothing the data, i.e. averaging over several data points, the trend 
of a growing and descending value of \xk as the density increases is distinct. Wheth-
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er this tendency in Li& is valid also for the friction coefficient can be realized i f k is 
determined. 

0.2 

0.15 

1 0.1 

0.05 

0 
0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 

Relative density 

Figure 7. Measured variation in \ik versus relative density. 

A constant value of k is sometimes used, which suggests a similar variation in the 
friction coefficient as is shown in Figure 7. Here, the material model is employed to 
calculate k, which is described in the previous section. Equations (19) and (20) have 
been used together with proper parameters in equations (6) and (7). Because the 
elastic regime is ignored, a new set of parameters must be used as compared to Ta
ble 1. The material dependent parameters are determined from triaxial test data [13]. 
The critical aspects of the material behaviour in order to determine the parameters 
have been initial shear strength, initial slope of failure hne and shear strength at final 
density. The hardening function is fitted to the isotropic compaction test data [13]. 
The resulting parameters that have been used for the calculation of k are shown in 
Table 2. 

The cap model gives the radial pressure transmission coefficient as a function of the 
relative density according to Figure 8. The calculated radial pressure transmission 
coefficient in Figure 8 is used for the determination of the friction coefficient by us
ing data from Figure 7. This gives the coefficient of friction as a function of the rel
ative density as shown in Figure 9. 

f i 
Experiment 

Smoothed data 

\H 

T " ^ T " ^ 

i 
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Table 2: Constitutive parameters for the cap model, pure plastic case. 

Parameter Value 

a 1.75e8Pa 

ß 1.90e-9 (Pa) - 1 

Y 1.10e8 

9 0.03 

R 1.0 

eP(X) 0 .95 [exp(2 .0e -9Z) - l ] 
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Figure 9. Calculated coefficient of friction versus relative density. 

6 Discussion and conclusions 

Wall friction is determined by considering the interface stresses between the 
powder and the tool. However, the interaction between powder deformation and 
sliding varies during the course of the pressing. At low density, the sliding can be 
considered as both shearing of the powder in a boundary layer close to the tool wall 
and sliding at the powder-wall interface. This process contributes to the transport of 
powder particles in the early stages of the pressing and is significant in the forming 
of more complex parts. In most models which are used for describing the die 
pressing of powders, the sliding is assumed to take place at the interface. The 
material model is generally separated from the friction model and the deformation 
at the interface is considered as an additional effect of wall friction. The aim of this 
work has been to extract information about wall friction from a simplistic die 
pressing experiment. The methods used here rests on both modelling and 
measurement in combination. 

For the optimization approach, Figure 5 shows that the sensitivity of the cost 
function with respect to the friction coefficient is highest at the end of the pressing 
sequence. In order to compare the results between the two methods used here, the 
value achieved at the final density should be used for the density dependent friction 
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coefficient. The analytical method gives a higher value of the final friction 
coefficient compared to that determined using the finite element method, (1 = 0.17 
and Li = 0.14, respectively. The results should be compared with respect to the 
approximations that have been assumed in each of the methods. In the analytical 
model, the powder is considered uniform, i.e. no radial pressure gradients and 
uniform density throughout the compact. By reason of this assumption, the radial 
pressure transmission coefficient becomes independent of the depth for a certain 
height of the compact. The qualitative behaviour of the radial pressure transmission 
coefficient achieved by the cap model is in reasonable agreement with 
measurements presented in Ref. [19]. Quantitatively the model prediction gives 
lower values of k compared to the experiment. The assumption that the powder is 
subjected to a cyhndrical stress state during compaction is also an approximation 
since the powder-wall friction causes shear stresses at the die wall. Additionally, 
friction is assumed to be fully mobilized and the powder is on the point of slip in the 
die. The results from the present study show a large influence of the radial pressure 
transmission coefficient on the characterization of friction at low density. In the 
optimization approach, the cost function is here defined in terms of upper punch 
force only. The finite element analysis accounts for the local behaviour in the 
material and the friction forces. Consequently, it is crucial to use appropriate 
models for the description of both the material and friction behaviour. It is 
concluded that the couphng between the material model and the friction model is 
important. 

Figures 7 and 9 show a strong increase in the coefficient of friction at the start of the 
pressing. An explanation to this behaviour may be founded on the interaction 
between the deformation of individual particles and the powder mass. The early 
deformation of the powder is dominated by particle rearrangement because no 
regular sliding surface has developed at the tool wall. As the pressure and density 
increase, plastic deformation of the particles begin. The initial plastic deformation 
is associated with high contact pressures on each particle in contact, especially at 
the die wall. Because the area of contact is small, the local stress is high. During 
deformation of the particles, the material smears on the tool walls which in 
combination with an ever shrinking shear boundary layer in the powder mass 
produces an increase in wall friction. As the pressing proceeds growing contact area 
on the individual particles and the hardening of the material creates a more stable 
contact surface. This together with migrating lubricant from the interior of the 
powder mass to the tool wall gradually reduces the wall friction coefficient at the 
end of the compaction. 
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The accuracy in the estimated friction coefficient shown in Figure 9 is dependent of 
the analytical model and of the experimental data. An assumption of initial elastic 
deformation of the powder at the start of the compaction would lead to an initial val
ue of k according to Equation (11). The finite element analysis of the experiment 
show strong influence of the elastic material properties on the behaviour of k at the 
start of the compaction. Moreover, measurements [2] suggest that the value of k ap
proaches zero for the initial density. It is evident that a remaining challenge is to in
vestigate the behaviour of the radial pressure transmission in the powder at low 
densities. 

As previously mentioned, there remain uncertainties in the experimental data which 
calls for development of the experiment, especially at low densities. Experiments 
which separate the effects of different state variables, e.g. separation of powder 
density and pressure, are important for gaining further understanding of the 
mechanisms involved in the powder compaction. The development of friction 
models is also important in order to assist in gaining understanding of the powder 
pressing process. Continuation of this work will entail inverse modelhng by using 
the finite element method for the determination of necessary model parameters. 
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Abstract 

In modelling of hot isostatic pressing (HIP) of powder materials the constitutive model should be 
able to describe different deformation mechanisms during the consolidation process. In the early 
stage, the consolidation is dominated by granular behaviour. As temperature and pressure increases 
in the powder the deformation can be described by a viscoplastic model. Experimental observations 
show substantial time independent deformation in the early stage. At this stage of the densification 
process, pores in the powder are still interconnected. This can not be described properly by a visco
plastic model. The inconsistency between the deformation mechanisms can be treated by a com
bined elasto-plastic and elasto-viscoplastic model. Here a granular plasticity model is combined 
with a viscoplastic model. In previous work the viscoplastic model, power-law breakdown, has 
been used to describe the entire deformation process. The combined model is implemented into an 
in-house finite deformation code for the solution of coupled thermomechanical problems. The sim
ulation of a hot isostatic pressing test with dilatometer is performed in order to compare calculated 
results with the experimental measurement. The results from previous performed analysis carried 
out with a viscoplastic model only are also compared. Analysis with the combined material model 
shows good agreement with the experiment for the whole densification process. 

1 Introduction 

Hot isostatic pressing (HIP) is an established process for compacting powder met
allurgical materials far below their melting point. In hot isostatic pressing of an 
iron based component, a steel container is filled with the metal powder, outgassed 
and then submitted in a furnace to simultaneous application of high pressure (about 
100 MPa) and a temperature of about 1100° C for several hours. During the proc
ess, porosity is completely eliminated through powder grain coupled deformation 
mechanisms. It is important to obtain HIP products with near net shape geometry 
to reduce costs for extra machining, especially for less machineable materials. 
However, it is well known that the final geometry of a product differ from the 
desired one not only in the shape but also scale. This is due to container stiffness 
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and temperature gradients during the densification process. 

The HIP-technique is used economically in low series production of complex-
shaped steel parts. In order to achieve quality products, an integration of material, 
design and manufacturing technology is necessary, since the function and cost of 
the final component depends to a large extent on the development of production 
technology and its integration with design technology. It is essential to be able to 
forecast the behaviour of the powder and container under the HIP process and to 
predict the final shape of the product. Numerical simulation can provide much 
information about the final as well as intermediate stages of the HIP process. There 
are several mechanisms which contribute to the densification during hot isostatic 
pressing. They are acting simultaneously and each of them depends on the process 
variables in different ways. Dilatometer experiments [1] show that substantial glo
bal deformation occur at early stages of the HIP process. Observations by metallo-
graphic sections and stereo pairs of partially consohdated powder compacts 
indicate that particle rearrangement or granular behaviour occurs throughout the 
early stages of consolidation [2]. Thus, it is of interest to consider also the granular 
behaviour to properly describe the entire deformation process. In [3] a coupled 
model which accounts for both granular and viscoplastic behaviour is presented. 
The total inelastic strain rate is the sum of the contributions from two submodels at 
all times during the deformation. In the present work an alternative approach is 
presented in which two submodels are used not simultaneously but in sequence. 
This provides a simple way of merging two known material models into one entity. 

2 Material model 

2.1 Introduction 

Total strain is decomposed into elastic , plastic , viscoplastic and thermal 
components ê - , 

where, 

Plastic strains and viscoplastic strains are generated sequentially. In Equation (2) 
ath is the thermal expansion coefficient, A r is the temperature change and 8 ~ is 
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Kronecker's delta. In the present study a material model is proposed which con
sists of two submodels. A granular plasticity model for the early stage of the con
solidation and a viscoplastic model for intermediate and later stages. The isotropic 
elastic behaviour is modelled using temperature and density dependent Young's 
modulus. The transition between the two submodels is determined by breakpoints 
in relative density and temperature. Relative density of the powder is defined as the 
ratio of current density to maximum achievable density. The initial stage, granular 
plastic regime, is defined as when p < p e AND T < Te where p and T are relative 
density and temperature, respectively. The parameters p e and Te are found experi
mentally from dilatometer experiments taken at the point where changes in p initi
ates. Throughout this work tension stresses are positive quantities and compressive 
stresses are treated as negative quantities. 

2.2 Granular plasticity model 

The material model used here is a rate independent modified Cam-clay model 
based on ideas of critical state soil mechanics, see [4]. In the current application, 
two-phase effects such as pore water pressure are ignored. The formulation is 
founded on the incremental theory of classical plasticity. The Cam-clay model has 
an associative flow rule and can be described by the following equations: 

d a y = Cijkl(dEkl-dek

h

rdep

kl) (3) 

dfejy - rfxJL/(0., pc) (flow rule) (4) 
V 

/(On, pr) < 0 (yield condition) (5) 

IJ c 

where is the elasticity tensor, Gy is the stress tensor and X is the plastic multi

plier. The elastic domain is restricted by the yield surface / ( G ^ - , pc) = 0 in which 

pc is the hardening parameter. Hardening is controlled by the hardening law, 

where Cl...C4 and p0 are material dependent parameters. Relative density, 
p G [0, 1 ] , relates to volumetric plastic strain such as 



Loading and unloading can be summarized by the following conditions, 

/ ( c i 7 , p c ) < 0 (8) 

dk > 0 (9) 

f(Gij, pc)dX = 0 (consistency condition) (10) 

unloading from a plastic state is elastic. The yield function seen in Figure la is 
defined by 

f(P,q,Pc) = q2 + M2(p-p0Kp-pc)<0 (11) 

h(p,q) = q-M(p-p0) = 0 (12) 

q = 3J2 and p = - 7 / 3 (13) 

h = °aa a n d 27 2 = S i j S i j (14) 

where Sg is the stress deviator tensor. The constant M in function h(p,q) is a mate
rial parameter related to the internal friction angle. The apex of every yield surface 
pass the straight line, h(p,q) = 0, also called critical state line. At the critical state, 
large shear deformations occur with no change in stress or plastic volumetric 
strain. The cohesion of the material is controlled by parameter p0. Temperature 
dependence in the response enters via the elastic properties. As a consequence of 
the critical state theory the model can show both strain hardening and strain soften
ing behaviour. Because the shape of the yield surface is elliptic and the flow rule is 
associative, the plastic response wil l depend on the value of the hydrostatic pres
sure relative to the current critical state pressure (CCSP) upon loading. For pres
sures higher than CCSP, i.e. compaction, the yield surface grows in size while for 
pressures lower than CCSP the yield surface shrinks. The latter suggests unstable 
behaviour according to the Drucker stabihty postulate. However, rupture or col
lapse under the described loading may also happen in real powder materials. 
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a) b) 

f(p, q) 
\ 

2.3 Viscoplastic model 

At higher temperature and pressure rate dependent deformation mechanisms over
take the granular dominated material behaviour. Hence, rate dependent deforma
tion mechanisms must be considered also in the material model. The model 
presented here is based on the power law formulation for pressure sensitive porous 
materials, see [5]. The viscoplastic model becomes active as the switch criteria is 
satisfied and stays active until the end of analysis. Starting with an initial stress 
state, the effective stress a e n is used which is a function of both deviatoric stress 
and mean stress, see e.g. [6] 

where am = ^ a a • Different expressions have been proposed for the functions ß 
and Y that identify the stress state as a function of relative density p , see e.g. [7]. 
The yield surfaces, given by Equation (15) is illustrated in Figure lb. Driving 
forces for the intermediate and later stages of the densification process are exter
nally apphed pressure and temperature. Accordingly, the viscoplastic potential is 
assumed to replace the macroscopic yield surfaces by a family of equipotential sur
faces. The viscoplastic potential O can be given by 

2 
ß<72 + Y ( 3 a m ) 2 (15) 

eq 

0(ap

eq, p,T) = 0 (16) 
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where aP is the yield stress of porous material having relative density p at abso
lute temperature T. Assuming the normality rule between the viscoplastic strain 
rate £VJ and viscoplastic potential O the strain rate can be obtained by the flow 
rule as 

Evp = (17) 

The selected flow equation takes the effective viscoplastic strain rate t p to be a 
hyperbolic sine function of the effective stress, together with a temperature 
dependence of an Arrhenius exponential term. For the powder metallurgical mate
rial used in the present study, the following modified form is assumed, 

q = ^7q

 = r ( s m h ( ^ ? ) ) e x p r # J ( 1 8 ) 

to which the experimental data is fitted, see [1]. The parameters A and Q are a pre-
exponential temperature factor and an activation energy, respectively. The strain 
rate sensitivity is denoted by m, the stress level at which the power-law breaks 
down is prescribed by \ and R is the universal gas constant. 

3 Implementation 

3.1 General 

The numerical calculations are carried out with SiMPle, a large deformation 
Lagrangian continuum finite element code. SiMPle is an in-house code developed 
for solution of coupled thermomechanical problems in two and three dimensions. 
The finite element semi-discretization of the variational formulation of the conser
vation equations follows the Galerkin approximation process, see [8, 9]. An 
implicit formulation is used to solve both the thermal and the mechanical prob
lems. At each step, a system of nonlinear algebraic equations is generated for the 
thermal problem and another system is generated for the mechanical problem. 
These two systems are solved separately using iteration procedures. A staggered 
step approach is used for time integration of the following equation systems, 

CT + HT = Q (thermal) (19) 

MD + Fim = Fext (mechanical) (20) 

where C and H are the capacity matrix and conductivity matrix, respectively, and 
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T is the nodal temperature vector. The heat flux vector Q consists of heat genera
tion and convection heat supply. In the mechanical system M is the mass matrix 
and D is the vector of nodal displacements. Internal forces acting on the nodes are 
given in Fm . Vector Fext contains the nodal loads due to tractions and body 
forces. 

Equations (19) and (20) are integrated separately which allows the use of separate 
time step sizes. It is often an advantage to use different time steps due to differing 
physical time constants. In the thermal analysis the generalized trapezoidal 
method, evaluated at time t"h

+ a = t"h + aAtth and iteration i gives, 

^ " " , ) c . + . + a ( , - , ) f l . + « y ° r » > = "-"«.•«-"•"».•«r . <2U> 

in which ATn + l is the increment in temperatures and the parameter ae [0, 1]. 
The temperature is updated as 

+ i = ( i ' _ 1 ) ^ + i + A ( 0 r n + 1 (2ib). 

Stability analysis [10] show that for a > 1/2 the system is implicit and uncondi
tionally stable. Dynamic effects are not of primary interest in HIP simulations 
hence the first term in Equation (20) is cancelled. The remaining quasi-static equa
tions are linearized at time tn

m

+

ech = tn

mech + Atmech, 

n+1 D n + l - t n + \ - b n + \ ^ l l a ' 

where force sensitivities are given in '̂ , and where AlD„ , , are incremen-
° n + 1 n + 1 

tal nodal displacements for each iteration i within the time step. Displacements are 
updated as 

+ l =
 ( i _ V + l + A ( X + l (22b). 

The temperature and density dependent nonlinear set of equations in (21) and (22) 
are solved by the ful l Newton-Raphson scheme. In the mechanical analysis, con
vergence is accelerated by a line search procedure. 
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Figure 2. Staggered step algorithm for the coupled thermomechanical analysis of the HIP process. 

The geometry calculated at the end of the previous mechanical time step, i.e. 
Ciech' * s u s e d f ° r * e thermal analysis in the staggered step method, see Figure 2. 
Additive decomposition is used for the strain increments, assuming that the elastic 
strains are small, see e.g. [11]. This provides a simplified treatment of constitutive 
models by means of a hypoelastic formulation. Second order accuracy is main
tained i f the stresses are updated based on strains at midpoint configuration. In 
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combination with the hypoelastic formulation stresses are updated utilizing Green-
Naghdi stress rate, see [12], which preserves objectivity with respect to rigid body 
rotations. The constitutive equations presented here are derived with regard to 
small strains but are form-identical to those for finite deformations i f all essential 
quantities are appropriately transformed, see [13]. A more detailed description of 
the SiMPle code can be found in [14]. Stress increments in the combined plastic-
viscoplastic model are computed using two different approaches which are further 
described below. 

3.2 Granular plasticity model 

The granular plasticity model and the viscoplastic model are not active both at the 
same time. At low temperatures and low density the material behaviour is domi
nated by granular response. Trial displacements are the basis for the updated 
Lagrangian finite element formulation used. Accordingly, the algorithmic elasto
plastic problem is strain-driven. The stress field is related to the strain field using 
constitutive equations (3-6). Iteration stresses are related to iteration strains 
through, 

A ( 0 _ (Oy- A ( 0 „ / 0 O N 
A °kl = CklmnA emn ( 2 3 ) 

where Cklmn is the tangential modular matrix. Incremental displacements, strains 
and stresses are updated at the end of each iteration until convergence is satisfied. 
The tangent matrix Cklmn is elastic unless the yield criteria is satisfied. In the case 
of plastic yielding the elasto-plastic moduli is computed as, 

el df df -el 

c e P _ c e l i j P q ä C p q Ö G m n 

C i j k l - C i j k l ' a/ ~ t öf öf ä P c d f

 ( 2 4 ) 

which can be derived from the flow rule and the linearized consistency condition 
df = 0, see [15]. Thermal strains are subtracted from the total strain increment 
prior to stress calculation. In the stress integration it is important to consider the 
discretization errors involved. The stress increment is determined by the following 
integral, 
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AG, 
• J 

rep dp (25). 

I f the strain increments are infinitesimally small Equation (25) could be solved 
explicitly by employing the tangent modular matrix directly together with the 
strain increment, hke Equation (23). Nevertheless, in reality strain and stress incre
ments are finite which could lead to stress states with unsafe drift from the yield 
surface upon plastic flow which violate conditions (8-10). This error can be 
reduced by choosing small strain increments. However, the direct exphcit method 
must be used with care as the inaccuracy wil l grow due to error accumulation. Var
ious methods of correcting for yield surface drift in the Cam-clay model is given in 
[16]. The method of projecting back the stress to the yield surface by taking into 
account also elastic strain was found to give best result. A correction is computed 
which is subtracted from the initial stress prediction G;y such as 

t + At t + At B . c 

°y = <*ir A°y ( 2 6 ) -

The stress correction vector is determined by 

el df B 

AG^,. = (27) 
3 df el df df df 

d C m n ™P°dGpq d P c

 P<dGmn 

where / is the yield function value at the predicted stress state prior to correction 
and Apc is a vector containing the changes in the hardening parameter during the 
time step. The derivatives in Equation (27) are here evaluated at the beginning of 
the step. The consistency requirement for the tangent matrix C^kl in the Newton-
Raphson iterations is provided by a perturbation technique which wil l be further 
described later. 

3.3 Viscoplastic model 

The strain, Equation (1), and corresponding rates can be decomposed into devia
toric and volumetric parts. The volumetric part of the strain rate tensor is given as 
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(28). 

The deviatoric part of the strain rate tensor is calculated as 

é i j Éy ^tnPij (29) 

where the mean component is given by 

1. 
(30). e m 

The stress rate depends on the strain rates as well as on the rate at which the mate
rial properties are changing due to the temperature changes. Following foregoing 
equations, we can write the rate form of the constitutive equation used in the mate
rial model. The stress state is spht into deviatoric part (terms associated with the 
shear modulus G) and mean part (terms associated with the bulk modulus K). Thus, 

*</ = *K<fiu + 2 G e i j + 3K^m - C - z % j + 2G(év - évJ) (31) 

where the rate of change in the Cauchy stress is CTy- and the dot above the material 
properties includes the temperature dependence, i.e. the change in property as the 
temperature changes. The viscoplastic strain tensor is derived from the viscoplastic 
potential (17) as 

The presented elastoplastic problem is also here treated as a strain controlled prob
lem in the sense that the stress history is obtained from a given strain history. The 
state at the beginning of the time step is known. The state at the end of the time 
step is computed from the initial values and initial elastic properties plus the incre
ment in the total strains and temperature occurring during the interval. The integra
tion algorithm used for the solution of Equation (31) is the effective stress function 
algorithm (ESF). A detailed description of the algorithm is presented in [5], but the 
basic ideas wil l be given here. 

As mentioned previously the stress tensor can be decomposed into a deviatoric part 
and a mean part. Using known values of elastic properties and the stress state at 
time t the deviatoric component of the stress tensor corresponding to time t + At is 

(32). 
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given by 

t + At 
t + At. 

S i j 

(t (1 + \ ) 
j t + At 
1 + V 

vp + Aeij-Aeij (33) 

and the mean component for time t + At is 

t + At 
t + At, 

1-2 
t + At 

2^ 
+ A e m - A e 

th 
AE vp 

(34) 

In Equations (33) and (34) , ' + E and t + Atv are Young's modulus and Poisson's 
ratio respectively, Ae^- is the incremental total strain and AE is the incremental 
thermal expansion. The computational task is to determine the values of viscoplas-

vp , , t + At 

tic strain increment AE-• and the stress state . 

The effective stress function algorithm assumes that the increment in the viscoplas
tic strain can be obtained from the viscoplastic strain rate as the product of the 
instantaneous deviatoric stress component, mean component and some scalar fac
tors, according to Equation (32) . The strain increment is obtained by evaluating the 
strain rate at an intermediate time x during the time step and by multiplying this 
strain rate by the length of the time step At. The intermediate point x is computed 
using an integration factor a as 

x = ( i - a)t + a(t + At) (35) . 

The use of an implicit integration scheme for a> 1/2 may guarantee an uncon
ditional stable numerical integration. Increments of the deviatoric strain compo
nent are computed as 

Aevp = A f ß , ( ( i - a ) V , + a ^ V , . ) 
; + At 

(36) 

t + At 
Here and sy- are deviatoric stresses at time t and time t + At, respectively. 
The increment of the mean strain component is given by 

j. vp . x , .. .t t + At s 

A e m = A t Y m ( ( 1 - « ) G m + a ° J (37) 

In Equation (37) , *G and ' + A'a are mean stress evaluated at time t and t + At, 
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respectively. The scalar factors in equations (36) and (37) are computed using 
Equation (32). In order to compute the factors and ym, some additional infor
mation that characterizes the densification of the powder material is required. The 
relation between effective viscoplastic strain rate t e and effective stress ceq is 
determined using the rate equation for power-law breakdown, Equation (18). The 
temperature XT and the effective stress Geq are evaluated at the intermediate time 
x. Using Equation (32) the deviatoric viscoplastic scalar factor is obtained as 

eq 

(38) 

and the mean scalar factor is computed as 

e p 

i m = p y T — 

eq 

(39) 

Using Equation (15) together with equations (33-39) we can define the effective 
stress function in the form 

.t + At . t + At 2 t + At 2 / A vp A vp. „ /Ar.^ 
S( °eq) = °eq- ° e q ( A e i j > A Z m ) = 0 ( 4 0 ) 

where ' + ^tCeq(Aev

i

P, Ae^f) is the material response at the end of the step. The con
sistency follows automatically from the enforcement of condition (40). 

The solution of the Equation (40) provides the solution for the unknown incremen
tal viscoplastic strain tensor Ae^ p . Using Ae-J, we can calculate the deviatoric 
component and the mean component of the stress tensor given by equations (33) 
and (34). Solving equations (33) and (34) we choose a trial value for the effective 
stress at the end of the time step. Using this effective stress value we evaluate the 
kinetic equation for the deformation mechanism, given by Equation (18). Next, we 
calculate the deviatoric scalar factor and the mean scalar factor given by equations 
(38) and (39), respectively and we evaluate the Equation (40). I f the effective stress 
function is not satisfied a new value for a is chosen and the iteration process 
is repeated. For the solution of Equation (40), we use the Brent's method [17]. The 
use of the bisection algorithm requires that two guesses, bracketing the solution, 
are used to generate the third guess. The elastic predictor stress and the initial 
stress at the beginning of the time step are used as the two initial choices. The solu-
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tion should lie between these two. The elastic predictor stress is calculated by 
assuming that the incremental total strain is elastic. Accordingly, we can rewrite 
Equation (31) as 

Tr t - f + A t „ . fAG\t (t + At-r, j . th. (AK\t ^~ .... 
a.. = aij + 2 GAev + [—)sij + [ K(zv-3Ae ) + J a m j 5 . . (41) 

where AG and AK denote variations of temperature dependent shear and bulk 
modulus during the time step At. 

3.4 Consistent tangent matrix 

In this section we present the tangent operator consistent with the pressure depend
ent ESF algorithm. The tangent modulus defines the variation in stress caused by a 
variation of the total strain during the increment Ar. In an implicit formulation, a 
set of nonlinear equilibrium equations are solved at the end of the time increment. 
The tangent modulus defines then the stiffness matrix for the Newton's scheme that 
is used for the overall equilibrium iteration. Accordingly, we solve a sequence of 
consistently linearized problems. To obtain the solution of the global system for 
the configuration at time t + At, the discrete form of finite element equations may 
be written for each iteration i within the time [t, t + At] as in Equation (22). In 
Equation (22a) ( '~ K + l is referred to as the global tangent stiffness matrix at 
time t + At and iteration i. In the following the iteration index i is dropped to make 
the equations more readable. The global tangent stiffness matrix is evaluated using 
the consistent tangent modulus defined as 

c«« = (aifj < 4 2 ) 

The tangent modulus used here for the integration of the constitutive equations pre
serves the asymptotic quadratic convergence of Newton's method, see [18]. In the 
present work, we use an elastic stiffness matrix for the first equilibrium iteration 
and after the first iteration i f plasticity or creep is active we calculate the tangent 
modulus matrix numerically. As mentioned previously, it is done due to consist
ency with the SiMPle code. We use a modified form of the perturbation method, 
see [5] for details, to compute the consistent tangent at the end of the time step in 
the following matrix form 

' • « C - (43, 

t + At 
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where 8a is the perturbed stress and 8e is the perturbed strain in vector notation. 
We can write the stiffness matrix in the form, 

C U ) c ( 2 ) c ( n ) (44) 

where the column vectors are defined by, 

CU) = ^ (45). 

Here, 8e ( y )is the perturbation in the j:th entry of the increment strain vector 
?Ae and S a ^ is the stress perturbation vector corresponding to the perturbed 

strain vector. The dimension of the stiffness matrix is n and index (j) does not 
denote summation. 

Since the perturbation cannot be in arbitrary directions and the plastic deformation 
in the powder material depends on both deviatoric and hydrostatic direction we 
split the strain increment into the deviatoric part and the mean part. Determination 
of the perturbation is then based on the magnitude of the deviatoric component Ae 
and mean component Ae m of the strain increment ' + ' Ae. It must be small com
pared to the incremental components but not so small to cause round-off errors. We 
choose the value 8 = 1x10 . The deviatoric component of perturbation is given 
by 

6, = 8 ||A5||2 (46) 

and the mean component of perturbation is given by 

K = § A*m (47) 

The perturbed strain vector is in the case of 3D problem formed as 

and 

beU) = t + AtAeU)

 + bm for ( j < 3 ) (48) 

5e U ) = t + AtAeU) + 8d for (j>3) (49). 
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4 Numerical example 

The simulation of a hot isostatic pressing test with dilatometer is performed to 
compare calculated results with the experimental measurements. The dilatometer 
test was carried out to determine the function y in Equation (15) and the parame
ters for the constitutive relation, Equation (18). The details about the dilatometer 
experimental procedures can be found in [19]. The height of the cylindrical 
dilatometer specimen was 22 mm, the diameter 20 mm and the thickness of the 
wall 1 mm. The finite element model is shown in Figure 3. The final geometry of 
the deformed container is also shown in Figure 3. 

11 

Symmetry line 
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Powder 

Symmetry line 
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Figure 3. Finite element model of a quarter of the actual geometry. The dashed line shows the 
computed final geometry at the end of the HIP cycle. 

Computations in the present study are carried out on an axisymmetric geometry 
using 52 four node isoparametric quadrilateral elements. The element integrals are 
evaluated using Gaussian quadrature with a four-point rule in both the thermal and 
mechanical analysis. Two different types of material descriptions are assumed in 
the computational model. A rate independent thermal-elastoplastic material model 
is used for the container where von Mises yield criterion, an associative flow rule 
and hnear isotropic hardening are assumed, material properties corresponds to 
AISI 304 steel. The densification behaviour of the powder material APM 2390 is 
modelled using pressure sensitive constitutive models. Constitutive parameters for 
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the Cam-clay model in Equation (6) and Equation (11), and the values for the sub
model switch are: 

M = 3.7 

p 0 = -2.0 MPa 

Cj = 1.58 MPa 

C 2=0.65 

C 3 = 5.95e-2 

C 4 =7.4 

T e = 673 K 

p e = 0.80 

The numerical values of the parameters in equations (15) and (18) according to 
[18] are: 

A = 8.308e+20 K/s 

\ = 1.092e-8 Pa 1 

m = 2.45 

Q/R = 67730 K 

ßj = 25.4 

ß 2 = 0.60 

Jl = 2.89 

Y 2 = 0.625 

where functions ß and y in Equation (15) are described by: 
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ß = 1 + ß!-J-£- and Y = Y i ^ - 2 - (50) 
p - ß 2

 M p - y 2 

The relation for the dependency of the elasticity modulus E on the relative density 
is given by the following function, 

£ ( P - r ) = j>o('i r-p) ( 5 1 ) 

+ p-0.62 

where E(1,T) is the temperature dependent Young's modulus at ful l density. Other 
relevant material properties used in this analysis can be found in [1]. The applied 
temperature and pressure boundary conditions, applied on the outside of the con
tainer, follow the graphs in Figure 4. 

Figure 4. Boundary temperature and pressure history applied on the outside of container. 

The total axial deformation at the centre of the container, point A in Figure 3, was 
continuously measured during the dilatometer experiment. The measured values of 
the length changes were corrected to ehminate the effects of the thermal expan-
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sion. The measured and the calculated values of the axial deformation are com
pared in Figure 5. 

1 1 1 1 i 1 1 

Combined material model  
Viscoplastic model  

Experiment * 

I i i i i i i 1 1 

0 4000 8000 12000 16000 

Time [sec] 

Figure 5. Comparison of the calculated and measured axial deformation during the HIP test. 

Measured change in height: Ah = 1.96 mm 
Computed change in height; Viscoplastic model: Ah = 1.95 mm 

Combined model: Ah = 2.01 mm 

5 Discussion and conclusions 

In this work a combined plastic (granular) and viscoplastic material model has 
been introduced for describing the deformation in metal powders during the HIP 
process. The focus with this model is to capture the early stage of deformation in 
the powder. Switching between two models simplifies the control of rate independ
ent and rate dependent deformation. The switch criteria should be satisfied before 
the rate of deformation in the powder becomes too high, i.e. before the start of the 
intermediate stage of the HIP cycle. Evaluation of the model has been made using 
a dilatometer test, where the axial deformation from measurement and numerical 
computation are compared. 
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The results show good agreement between measured and calculated values. The 
simulated axial deformation in the first half of the HIP cycle using the combined 
model is considerably improved compared with using the viscoplastic model, see 
Figure 5. The simulated final axial deformation shows larger axial deformation for 
the combined model. This may be explained by the fact that the parameters for the 
viscoplastic model are fitted to the entire consolidation process. In the combined 
model the viscoplastic submodel should be fitted only to the intermediate and later 
stages which would give other parameters than used here. Another explanation is 
the lack of experimental data for the shearing behaviour in the early stage which 
results in too much shearing during the simulation of the early stage. 

Future work wil l require experimental (triaxial) testing of the powder in order to 
thoroughly determine material parameters for the model at low densities. 
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